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FINANCIAL SECTOR

10.1 Overview
The flnancial sector, supported by the broadbased lecovery in

economic activity

in

2003, recorded an improved

performance, raising its profitability and stlengthening its
resilience. The Central Bank reduced its policy rates further,
taking into account the steady decline in inflation, lower

inflationary expectations, decline in the borrowing
requirement of the government, stability in the foreign
exchange market and falling interest rates in international
markets. With regard to monetary management, the Central

Bank moved to more active Open Market Operations in
March 2003 enabling it to manage market liquidity more
effectively, while encouraging financial institutions to
implove liquidity management. This helped to reduce the
volatility of sholt [et'm money market lates, while achieving
the base money tar-eets. Both rupee and domestic foreign
exchange mar-kets lemained liquid throughout the year, which
made possible a further decline in market interest rates. The
Central Bank continued its efforts to make monetary policy
operations more tt'ansparent, which improved credibility and
predictability of the monetary policy stance. Meanwhile,
measures wele also taken to improve the stability and satety

of the payments and settlement system with the establishment
of a Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system, which
would help to minimise settlement rrsks arnd increase
efficiency in money mat'ket activity. Background work on
moving to a Scripless Seculities Settlement (SSS) system in
govetnment securities continued during the year, in order to
commence operations in 2004. Reflecting the faster l'ecovery
in the economy and the decline in interest rates, operations in
the banking sector expanded, while the capital fund base of
commercial banks improved. The soundness of the financial
system also improved with the fuLther strengthening of
prudential regulations, reduction in non-performing assets,

the resolution of difficulties in weaket banks and the
dissemination of more information on banking and financial
institutions. An upsurge in stock market activity, brought
about by greater investot'confidence, resulted in several key
market indicators retrching record levels during the year,
though some reversal of these trends was seen towards the
end of the year due to market uncertainty as a result of

political developments,
The business activities of non bank financial institutions
such as leasing firms, tlnance companies, merchant banks,
also recorded improved perfbrmance due to economic growth
and improved confidence. The insurance industry also saw
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new developments that would contribute to raising the
prevailing low insutance penetration in the country,
Meanwhile the government has almost entirely moved out of
diLect involvement in the insurance industly. A numbet of
Iegislative enactments relating to the financial sector were
being drafted in order to improve regulatory oversight and
facilitate greater competition while keeping abreast of malket
developments.

However, a concerted effort would need to

be

continuously made to further strengthen the resilience of the
financial system, In particular, steps would need to be taken
to reduce non-performing loans of banks as well as to reduce
the hi-eh interest rate spread of the banking sector by
promotin,u competition. Fulther, it would be necessary to
improve the domestic bond market through greater
competition and plomote further deepening of the financral
market.

10.2 Monetary Policy
Monetary policy in 2003 tbcussed on nchieving a sustainable
path of lorv inflation, while facilitating the recovet'y in
economic activity. The economy expelienced high inflation,

coupled with negative economic ,urowth in 2001 This
adverse trend revelsed to some extent in 2002 with
moderation in inflation and positive economic,srowth.
Hence, the challenge before the Centlal Bank in 2003 was to

further strengthen the economic recovery, while bt'inging
inflation to still further low levels. The monetary poticy
stance in 2003 was directed towards achreving this goal.
Accordingly, key policy interest rates were cautiously
lowered further in several steps during the year with a view to
supporting the economic recovery, while preventing the build
up of rntlationary pressul'es. Also, the Central Bank moved to
mole active open market opet'ations (OMO) in March 2003,

further improving mzirket orientation

in

monetary

management.

The Central Bank,

in keeping with its policy of

containing inflation, cautiously reduced its Repurchase
(Repo) and Revelse Repurchase (Revelse Repo) rates fulther
by 275 - 325 basis points in 2003 and narrowed the mar'-ein
between the Bank's Repo and Resetve Repo rates by 50 basis
points. The reduction in policy rates in 2003 was preceded by

a reduction of 225 basis points in these rates in 2002.
A number of factors facilitated this continuous reduction in
policy rates: the continuing decrease in inflation and
inflationary expectations, the containment of the monetary
expansion to the desired levels, the low growth in public
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sector bolrowings, the availability of excess rupee riquidity,
the relative stability in the foreign exchange markets, and the
downward movements in some international inte'est rates.
The Repo and Reverse Repo rates were reduced in fbur steps,

in January, May, August, and October. The Bank rate
(i.e., the late applicable for lending to commercial banks as
the lender of last resort) was also reduced fiom 18.00 per-cent
to 15.00 per cent to keep it in line with the trends in the
cent'al Bank's other policy rates. In view of the reduced

volatility in money market rates, and the downward shifting
of the interest late structule, lhe width of the corridor formed
by the Bank's Repo and Reserve Repo r.ates was reduced to
150 basis points from 200 basis points. The reduction in
policy interest rates resulted in a reduction in all other market
rates, although some lending rates were slow in adjusting,
causing the interest rate spread to rise. A fastel decline in
inflatron has resulted in a rise in some market interest rates
in real terms. The Central Bank has taken measures ro
improve the interest rate pass-through in the banking indusrry
(see

Box l9).

The Central Bank has been taking steps to improve the,
etfectrveness of its monetary policy. As a part of this process,
the Bank moved to a more active system of open market
operations (OMO), fl'om 03 March, 2003. Under this system,
the Central Bank would decide on the quanrum of riquidity to
be supplied ol withdrawn, but the interest rates would be
determined by the market iorces, However, fbr the market ro

securities declined, the CBSL issued its own securities ro
absorb excess liquidity. CBSL securities worth a total of
Rs.3.8 billion were issued in September 2003. The maturities
of these securities were fixed between 60 to 9l days, as

liquidity was expected to decline by December.

The method of computing the statutory reserves
maintained by commercial banks with the Central Bank was

changed with effect from 03 April 2003. The basis of
computing requrred resel'ves was changed to the avet'age
value of deposit liabilitres and vault cash durin-e a week,
instead of the balances on a single working day, as in the past.

This change has helped to improve the eff'ectiveness of the
statutoly reserve requlrement as an instrument of monetary

policy and enabled more erccurate estimation of daily market
Iiquidity, which is vital tbr the efflcient working of OMO.
As an integral part of makrng its monetary policy
operatrons more transparent, the Bank enhanced the
dissemination of information on monetary policy to the
market, A key change during the year rvas the publication of
an advance release calendar, announcing the dates of changes

in the monetary policy stance. With the commencement of
active OMO, a monthly statement on the Central Bank's
monetary policy stirnce has been made public, _uiving reasons

for the policy decisions, in order to

incl.ease market

awareness and improve financial market stability. In addition,

monetal'y projections, along wtth the explanatory notes were
posted on the Central Bank's website, The Bank continued to
provide data on a re_tular basis to market participants to keep

determine the appropriate rate, the interest rate corridor
formed by the Bank's Repo and Reverse Repo rates would
srgnal the direction of the policy stance. Active OMO are

market participants bettet' infbrmed regarding monetary and
othel mal-ket developments,

caLried out through daily auctions to inject or absorb riquidity
based on the monetary policy stance and the estimated market

The Centlal Bank continued to adopt a monetary
targetting framewolk with reserve money as the marn

liquidity. This is in contrast to the earlier.system, where the
rate was fixed by the Central Bank, while the volume was
determined by the market. Under the new active OMO, to
help the market to ope'ate smoothly, standing facilities are
also available to market participants at Repo/Reverse Repo
rates, so that they could square up any excess/shorttall in

market liquidity. Under the new monetary policy

management system there is greater public disclosure as the
Bank's monetary policy stance is announced monthly as per
an advance release calendar. These regular announcements

have enhanced transparency and credibility of monetary
management, while enhancing the predictability of the

Bank's policy stance. This more active system of OMO
in money market rates

has helped to achieve greater stability
(see Box 4).

Under the system of more active OMO, the CBSL took
measures to absorb a part of the excess liquidity on a
long-term basis, as this improves the eftectiveness of OMO
and helps to reduce transaction costs of banks in investing
excess liquidity on an overnight basis. Accordingly, sales of
Treasu'y bills were made by calling dealer bids directly and

through auctions. As the CBSL holdings of government
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operating talget. The glearer stability in the fbreign exchange
market consequent on the implementation of an independent

floating exchange rate regime from 2001 was helpful in
conducting monetary policy more eftectively. The limit on
foreign cunency net open positions (NOP) of commer-cial
banks, based on capital funds, was increased, with a view to
further improving the depth and flexibility of the foreign
exchange market. Although there was a significant increase
in net foleign assets, reserve money was maintained within
the target with a compensating reduction in net domestic
assets of the Centlal Bank, Changing the basis of computing
SRR raised the level of reserve money,l Reserve money,
however, was high throughout most of December, partly due
to hi-eher currency demand associated with market
uncertainty. Monetary growth, which was around l2-13 per
cent, until September, increased above the projected growth
path towards the end of the year, posing some challenges to

future monetary management.
1. The amount of vaule cash, eligible to be counted as a part of
required reserves, declined when averaged, in comparison to the
level maintained under the previous method, thereby raising the
level of reserves to be maintained by banks at the Central Bank.
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A number of policy initiatives were taken during the
year to increase the efficiency, integrity and stability of the
financial sector, which would improve the transmission
mechanism of monetary policy. The CBSL took measures to
establish RTGS/SSS systems to upgrade and expand the
payment and settlement system, and thereby to minimise the

inflows amounted to Rs.47 billion. During 2003, the Net
Domestic Assets of the CBSL declined due to the reduction
of the Central Bank's holdings of Treasury bills by Rs.29
billion, in comparison to a decline of Rs.l8 billion in 2002.
Reserve money increased by Rs.l5 billion and reached
Rs,14l billion by end December, as against the target of

risks involved in this system, The capital position of

Rs.l43 billion,

commercial banks improved as the minimum risk weighted
capital adequacy ratios (CARs) rvere raised and banks were
required to compute the CAR to cover the operations of
foreign currency banking units (FCBUs) as well. Longerterm Treasury bonds were issued, which would facilitate
developing a long-term or benchmark yield curve for pricing
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market oriented monetary policy, the Colombo Stock
Exchange (CSE) was given access to the SSS system. This
would help enhance secondary market activity in government

securities and facilitate secondary trading through a debt
exchange. The CBSL actively engaged in conducting a public
awareness campaign on the details of approved financial
institutions and the type of financial services provided by
these institutions, Several legislative enactments were drafted
to further strengthen the financial sector legal framework.

10.3 Money and Credit Aggregates
Reserve Money
Reserve money, was maintained within the projected targets
throughout 2003 which in turn helped to maintain the money

supply targets. The management of reserve money was
facilitated by the introduction of active OMO, which also
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Money Supply
Consolidated broad money (Mzu) recorded a moderate
growth during most of the year but accelerated towards the
year end mainly due to an increase in credit to the plivate
sector and a growth in net foreign assets (NFA) of the
banking system. The money supply growth was in a range of
12-14 per cent until September, and increased thereafter, to
reach 15.3 per cent at end December 2003. Average monetary

growth during 2003 was 13.2 per cent. This was mainly

contributed to achieve greater stability in call market interest

rates. During 2003, reserve money, which comprises

TABLE 10.1

currency notes and coins issued by the CBSL and deposits of

commercial banks with the Central Bank, rose by Rs.l5
per cent), as compared to a little lower rise of
Rs.l4 billion (12 per cent) in 2002. The increase in reserve
money was mainly reflected in the currency in circulation,
which increased by Rs.10 billion. Increased transactions
demand due to the improvement in economic activity,
including new economic activities in the North and East that
benefitted from the ceasefire agreement, was the main
contributory factor tbr the rise in the demand for currency.
The debit tax on deposit withdrawals is also likely to have

Summary Monetary Statistics
Change

billion (12

encouraged greater holdings of cun'ency to some degree. The

other component of reserve money, i.€,, deposits of
commercial banks with the CBSL, rose by Rs,5 billion, as a

End
2002
Rs. bn.

Amount Amount
Rs. bn. % Bs. bn.

161,6
580.7

13.2

22.3
70.4

16 0

59.7

(M26) 622.5 717.9

73.4

13.4

95.4

15.3

Monetary aggregates:
Narrow money supply (M,)
Broad money supply (M2)
Consolidated broad
money sdpply

139.4

510-4

17

.2

14.0

:

o/o

13.8

Underlying factors (a)
Domestic credit to

:
680.4 731.9 41 .5 6.5 51 .5 7.6
(nel)
(8.3) (4.1) (16.8) (8.7)
193.0 176.2
Public corporations 43.0 36.2
2.2 5.4 (6.8) 5.s)
Private sector
444.4 519.4 47.6 12.0 75.1 16.9
10,6 167.1 36.5 49.3 56 5 51.0
External assels (net)
(168.s) (181.1)
(4.7) (2 s) (12.6) (7 5)
Other items (nel)
Reserve money
126.4 141.4 t3.9 12.3 15.0 11.9
Government

(1

1

result of an inclease in deposits of commercial banks, against
which reserves are maintained.
As for the contributory factors for the increase in reserve
money, it was exclusively due to an increase in CBSL's net

Money multiplier (M25)
Velocity (M2b) (b)

foreign assets (NFA) partly offset by a reduction in its
domestic assets. The rise in NFA due to increased foreisn

(a) In relation to Mro
(b) During the year
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End
2003
Rs. bn.

4.92

27n

508
265
Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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driven by higher net foreign assets of the banking system
and
higher private sector credit. The improvement in net foreign
assets of the banking system benefitted from the Bop
surplus, and the increase in private sector credit, was fuelled
by a broad based recovery in ail major economic sectors,

improved consumer demand and the decline in interest
rares,
Meanwhile' narrow money (Mt), which comprises currency
and demand deposits herd by ttre pubric, increased at a
slightly higher rate of l6 per cent by end December, due to
increases in both curency and demand deposits.

Factors Affecting Monetary Growth _ Mzn
The NFA of the banking system increased further in 2003,
and was the major contributory factor to the growth
in
consolidated broad money supply (MzJ (59 per cent
of the

overall expansion). NFA of the bantiing system rose by
around Rs.56 billion during 2003 as a result of higher foreign

remittances, increased receipts under services and capital
flows to both the government and the private sector including
the receipt of foreign grants and loans. The increase was
largely (82 per cent) reflected in the NFA of the central
Bank, which rose by Rs.47 billion, reflecting the surplus

of

US dollars 502 million in the Bop. NFA of commercial
banks too improved by Rs.9 biltion, partly as a result
of
tncreased investment in foreign currency assets abroad,
fiom

the proceeds of the repayment of sri Lanka Development
Bonds (sLDBs) amounting ro US doilars l5g milrion, which
are treated as domestic assets in the monetary survey.

Net credit to government (NCG) from the banking
system declined for the second consecutive year, reflecting
improved fiscal management and commitment to fiscal
consolidation. NCG declined by Rs,l7 billion in 2003
following the decline of Rs,8 billion inz00z. The reduction

policy measures taken by the CBSL in containing inflation
and releasing funds for use by the private sector to facilitate
future economic growth. This was the first occasion in the
recent past where both monetary policy and fiscal policy
worked in tandem with each other, of the uS dollars 250
million raised in 2001 and 2002 through SLDBs, rhe
government settled thlee tranches in November and
December 2003, totalling US dollars l5g million, Rupee
tunds for this purpose were raised marnly through the issue of
government paper. The holdings of government securities by

commercial banks increased by Rs. 45 billion, although
fbreign bills declined by Rs. l2 billion.

Credit to public corporations which was a maior
destabilising factor as far as monetary managern.ni i,
concerned in earlier years, too declined by Rs.6.g billion,
with a reduction in credit to ceylon petr.oleum corporation
(cPC), ceylon Electriciry Board (cEB) and the sertlemenr of

liabilities of the co-operative wholesale Establishment
(cwE) to the banking system through the issue of rreasury

bonds by the govemment. credit to cpc declined with some
reduction in international oil prices by mid-year, automatic
pri
mproving CpC's cash flow and the receipt

of
of

vatisation proceeds from the sale of a part
Lanka Indian Oil Company. Meanwhile,

cEB was able to reduce its borrowings from the banking
sector with the termination of the generation of some high
cost thermal power, and an increase in the relative share of

hydropower, However, the decline in credit to public
corporations was lower than envisaged due to a slight delay in
the receipt of the balance privatisation proceeds of the cpc,

which were received in Januarv 2004.

in government liabilities to the banking sector was facilitated

by the containment of the government's borrowing
requirement, availabirity of foreign resources through
programme and project loans, and the receipt of privatisation
proceeds. The repayment of government borrowings
which
had been effected earlier in2002 to the banking system
was a
commendable achievement since, it reinforced the monetary
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The pick up in credit to the private sector from
commercial banks that was seen in 2002 continued, and
accelerated towards end 2003. credit to the private sector
increased by Rs.75 billion during the period under review, as
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credit to the private sector was in response to the ongoing

business and consumer confidence, and deepening of

broadbased recovery in the economy, increased consumer
demand and the decline in interest rates. Increased capital
funds and some decline in NPLs provided a further cushion
tbr banks to expand the supply of credit. Although the largest
increase in credit has been from private domestic banks, there
has also been an increase in credit by the two state banks, in

financial markets.
In terms of the composition of bload money supply fi'om
the demand side, all three components, viu., currency,
demand deposits and savings deposits, grew at a higher pace

contrast to a decline in such cledit in the previous year,
augmenting the overall credit growth. The increase in credit
to the private sector was mainly from DBUs of commercial

share

during the year, reflecting higher transaction demand wrth the
improvements to economic activity. Within the deposits, the

banks, which extended credrt to the export and lmport trade,
tourism, power and to indrviduals fbr housing and consumer
durables and consumption purposes,

The money supply is the product of both the money
multiplieL (the number of times which commercial banks can
create multiple deposits and credit) and reserve money (base
money cleated by the CBSL through its operations). During
2003, both tactols contributed to the glowth in money supply.
Reserve money incleased by Rs.l5 billion, while the money
muf

tiplier incleased from 4.92 in 2002 to 5.08 in

A risrng relative

shar-e

a

declining ratro of currency to deposits enabled banks to create

10.4 Financial Survey

more deposits and credit thus becoming the major
contributoly factor for the rise in the money multiplier.

Monetaly growth as meilsut'ed by M,, whrch includes
activities of licensed specialised banks and finance

As foreign currency deposits are not subject to SRR, the
effective SRR decreases with an inctease in the relative share
of forei-en currency deposits, resulting in a rise in the
multiplier, In addition, the currency to deposlt ratio also
declined gradually dulin-e this period with the improvement
in banking faciltties and greater use of electronic payment
methods. Meanwhile, the income velocity of money declined
further during the year, due to a decline in inflationlry
expectations, an increase in financial assets with improved

companies in addition to licensed commercial banks lecorded
a slightly hi-sher growth than Mro, The higher growth in Mo
was mainly due to increased investment in govet'nment paper

by licensed specialised banks (LSBs). On a point to point
basis, growth in Mo has been generally in a narl'ow range of
l3-15 per cent in 2003, in comparison to a widel range of
l3-18 per cent in 2002. On average, gror,vth in Mu was at'ound
l5 per cent during the l2 months ending 2003 while growth

TABLE 10.2
Monetary Aggregates : 2002

Period

2OOz
Fls, bn

2003
Rs bn

Point

to

Polnt

.Moving

Average

zooz

Rs.bn.

2003
Rs.bn,

Monthly

average

12O

tJo

121

138

126
124
126
1

26

128
129
129
129

132
139
127

tql

143
144
142
144

7.5 13.3 2.9 13.6
8.6 13.7 3.2 ',14.0

10.3 12.3

3

8 14.2

8.7 15.3 4.2 14.7

5.'l 14.7
6.4'14.5
7.7 14.2
9.1 14.0
149
20.3 10.3 14.5
156
17.4 1 1 .8 14.6
152
19.5 12.2 15.2
157
14.O 16.0 13.1 15.4
162
147 13.2 '15.3
14.4
15.6
17.3
17.6
'r5.5
16.0
12.5

14.3
13.3
12.8
15.8

Percentage Change

Point

Moving ,nr|,
Average Fi;;;

to

Poi nt

452
457

466
469
471

476
482
485
489
494
500
510
479

13.2
14 0
15 4
15 1
15.9

13 6 10.7 15.5
13.4 .t 1 .0 15 4
12.6 11.4 15.1
13.2 1 1 .8 15.0
13.2 12 2 14.7

Ae?

1-7

1

540
545
556
557
569
581
542

17.5
17.4
16.0
15.8
14.7
13.2

513
518
525
530
533

E,

15.5

1.9 12I 14.3
12.0 3.5 13.8
1

12.4 14.2
13 7 14.7
12.9 ls 2
13.8 15.3
13.8 15.5

13.4
13.3
13.0
13.0
13.0

13.0

(a) Monetary data lrom 1 990 have been classif ied to be consistent with standard international
Please refer notes to Appendix Tables 1 15, 1 16 and 120.
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Consolidated Broad Money Supply (M25)

2003
Rs bn,

550
559
570

575
577
584
590
596
601

605
614

622
s87

practice.

Point to

Moving
Average

Point

2002 2003 2002 2003

2002 2003 2002 2003

2002 2003 2002 2003

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2003 (a)

Percentage Change

Percentage Change
End oi

-

Broad Money Supply (Mr)

Narrow Money Supply (M1)

a

improvement in market confidence, stability in exchange
rates, and home-bias in view of a favourable interest rate
diff'ere nti al vis-d- r,i.i i nternational i nteres t rates contributed to
enhance the foreign cuilency deposit base.

2003.

of foreign currency deposits and

savings deposits increased further, with

of

cotresponding decline in term deposits. The decline in
interest rates and continued efforts of banks to mobrlise
savings deposits from different segments of the economy
with added teatures could be key considerations in increased
preference of the public for savings deposits over time
deposits. Foreign cunency deposits incleased further by
US dollars 139 milliorr in 2003, following an increase of
US dolfars ll7 million in2002, increasing the total tbreign
currency deposit base to US dollars 1,415 million. The

629
636
643
649
651
655
660
669
679
687
700
718
665

13.1

14.2
'15.5

15.2
15.8
17.9
17.4
17 0
16.6
16.3
15.3
13.4
15.6

14.4
13.8
12.8
12.8
12.9
12.1
12.0
12.1
12

130
13.1
13

5

13.6
1

3.8

14.3
14.7
15.0

I 1s.3

15.7
15.7
15.4
15.2
14.9
14.5
14.0
13.6
13.3

13.5 1s.6 13.1
14.0 15.7 13.0
15.3 15.6 132

13.2

,

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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TABLE 10.3

Monetary Aggregates and Underlying Factors : 2001
Dec.
2001

Item

-

2003 (a)

Rs. million

Change
Dec.

Dec,

2002

2003

2003
Amount

Percentage

(a)

Amount

Percentage

Monetary aggregates

65,536
56,674
122,210

Currency held by the pubtic
Demand deposits held by the public
Narrow money supply (m1)
Time & savings deposits of the
Private sector heid with com. banks

426,927
395,071
31,856

DBUs

FCBUs

75,292

85,601

9,756

14.9

64,069

76,O34

7,395

13.0

139,361

161 ,635

17 ,151

14.0

483,.134

556,220

56,207

13

445,741

506,9s1

50,670

2
8
4
4

37,393

49,269

5,537

12
17

622,495

717,855

73,3s8

13

Consolidated broad money supply

549,137

(Mzo)

Underlying factors
Net foreign assets

74,130
84,346
-10,216
-1,117
-9,099
475,009
638,876
201 ,31 1
84,535
116,776
77,067
39,709
40,811
22,934
17,877
396,754
328,788
67,966
-163,867
-79,270
-84,597

Monetary authorities
Commercial banks
DBUs

FCBUs
Net domestic assets
Domestic credit
Claims on government (net)
Monetary authorities
Commercial banks
DBUs

FCBUs
Credit to public corporations
Dbus
FCBUs
Credit to the private sector
DBUs
FCBUs

Other items (net)
DBUS
FCBUs

110,642
117,376
-6,734
-6,658
-76

sl't,852
680,396
192,994

70,934
122,060
82,237

39,823
43,031

28,010
15,021

444,371

367,397
76,974
-168,544
-74,194
-94,350

167,092
164,596
2,496
-11 ,765
14,261
550,761
731 ,872
176,236
42,149
134,087
101,295
32,79?
36,192
28,879
7,313
519,444
430,575
88,869
-181,111
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In absolute terms, bload money supply (Ma) increased by

73.086
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TABLE 10.4
Summary Statistics of Financial Survey (Mo)
Change

and srood ar Rs.92g billion at

end December 2003. The relative share of contribution to
monetary growth from LSBs has increased slightly in 2003.
NFA in Mo incleased by around Rs,57 billion in 2003, in
comparison to an increase of Rs.37 biilion in 2002. The
increase in NFA in 2003 was entirely due to an increase in
NFA of the CBSL and commercial banks. In contr.ast, LSBs
are net borrowers of foLeign currency, as NDB and DFCC
Bank borrow fi'om international institutions fbr their rupee
lending purposes.

NCG increased marginally by around Rs.4 billion in
2003 based on the flnancial survey, in contlast to a decrease
of Rs.l7 billion recorded in M2o in 2003, This increase in
NCG in the financial survey was mainly due to the substantial
increase in investment in government pape'by the NSB. The
holdings of government securities by LSBs in 2003 increased
Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report

18.7
16.0

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka.

in Mro was around l3 per cent during the same period.
Rs.l3l billion in 2003

13.7

33,030

(a) Signs indicate the effect on Mro.

around

10,309
1 1,965
22,274

-

2OO3

End
Rs. bn.

End
2003
Rs, bn

510 4

5du.

622.s
297.6

717.9

73 4

vzo.J

v

2002
Monetary aggregates:
Broad money suppty
Consolidated broad
money supply
Broad money supply

(M2)

(M2s)
(Ma)

Amount
Rs bn, %

/

5u.

/

/

b

Amount
Rs.

bn.

13.2 70.4
13.4
14

95 4
0 131.0

Vo

13,8

15,3
16,4

Underlying faclors (a)

assets
credit

Nel foreign

Domestic
Claims on governmenl

(Net)

100 5
s

91 1

157.7
1,004.4

37.3
71.2

58.9

57 1 56.8
8.5 93.0 10,2

2ee.0

303.

1

15.7

s6

43.8

36

8

2.1

50

Credit to public

corporations

41

1.4

(70) (160)

Credit to the private

sector

SOB.7

Other ilems (net)

(a) In relation to

(214.3)
Mo

664.5
{233.8)

53 4
(10.e)

104 958 16.8
(5 s) (1s 1) (8 s)

Source. Central Bank or sn LanKa
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Chart 10.4
Monetary Aggregates, Velocity and Money Multiplier
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by Rs.26 billion. However, this trend is not to create any

10.5 Interest Rates

adverse development since the NSB and other LSBs simply

The move towards a low interest rate regime fiom the legacy

recycle private sector savings into the government sector

of high interest rates in the past continued further during

without creating multiple deposits and cledit.
A higher increase in credit to the plivate sector was seen

2003, reflecting the reduction in policy lates. excess market
liquidity, decline in inflationary expectations, and the

in 2003, with increased credit from LSBs and finance
companies. LSBs have granted loans mainly fbr agriculture,

reduction in the domestic borrowing requirement of the
govelnment. With the commencement of more active open

manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade and to financial

market operations of the Central Bank, an important

institutions for equity financing and venture capital

development in the interest structure was the setting up of an
interest late corridor formed by the Repo and Reverse Repo

financing. Meanwhile, the major share of loans from finance
companies has been extended for leasing in 2003. Credit to
the private sector in the financial survey increased by alound

rates, the changes of which would signal the direction of
monetary policy and would guide short-term interest rates.

billion in 2003 as against an increase of Rs.53 billion in
2002. On a point to point basis, credit to the private sector
increased by 16.8 per cent in Mo at end December 2003,
following an increase of 10.4 pel cent increase recorded by
end 2002. In comparison, the growth in credit to the plivate

As commented earlier', the Repo and Reverse Repo rates
were revised downward four times during the year. The Bank
Rate was also reduced during 2003, in line with the reduction

sector in M25 was 16.9 per cent as at end 2003.

malket interest rates. Sholt-term rates, such as call market

Rs.96

224

in other interest rates. These reductions in policy

rates,

together with the improved market liquidity, caused a fall in
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rates and the

prime lending rate, crosely foilowed the
reductions in the policy rates. These deveropments,
together
with reduced borrowing by the government and declining
inflationary expectations, caused the yield rates on
market
oriented government securities to decrease. The yierd
curve
tbr-government securities by end 2003 was t'latter
and lower

than the yield curve at end 2002, indicating market
expectations of lower inflation in the medium-term.
In spite
of the fall in nominal rates, most rear interest rates remained

positive in 2003, as inflation continued to fall throughout
the
year' International market rates also continued
to decline.
particularly in the first half of 2003, causing interest
rates on

foreign currency deposits and rending to decline.
Towar-ds the

end of the year, there was some reversal in the
decline in
domestic short-term interest rates due to market
uncertainty.
Yield rates on Treasury bills, as weil as rates in the
cail

money market, were affected due to these disturbances,
Although most rending rates decrined somewhat fasrer
than deposit rates in 2003, interest rate spreads
still remained

high. The high interest rate spreads are a symptom
of

inadequate competition in the financial mar.kets, high
operational costs and large costs involved in the

modernisation of financiar services and facilities. Relatively
high non-performing loans of some commerciar banks caused
by unsound credit management practices, as weil as derays
in

the legal process against defaurters, contributed to a
significant part of the high spreads between deposit and
lending rates,
Taxation of the financial sector has undergone a series
of
changes in the recent past, sometimes creating distortionary

effects on the interest rate structure. Since 2002, new taxes
such as the Debits tax and vAT had been introduced, while
the stamp duty, turnover tax and the National Security
Levv

were abolished. Beginning March 2002, interest

tax at the rate of l0 per cent, to be charged at source.
Subsequently a notionar tax credit on investment in

g
chan
to rnterest earnings was
government securities was
in the money market, A

ing some distortion
ng principle related

in Budget 2004.
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Accordin-{ly, the present exemption limit of Rs.9,000 per
month or Rs.108,000 per year for the withholding tax on
interest income per deposit were applied to the total interest
income from all deposits in any indivldual bank or financial
institution made by a person or a corporate entity. Another
significant fiscal measure was the introduction of a Debits tax

on demand deposits and certificates of deposit with
commelcial banks. In Budget 2003, the coverage of the
Debits tax was further extended to savings deposits with
licensed commet'cial banks and licensed specialised banks,
reducing the eftbctive return on these deposits' Furthermore,
government imposed a VAT on the financial sector,
computed as l0 per cent of total net profits of commercial
banks and tlnancial sectol institutions and emoluments paid
to all the employees, which also may have negatively affected
the reduction in intelest rate spreads.

Central Bank Policy Rates
The Central Bank's key monetary policy rates iire the
Repurchase rate (Repo), the Reverse Repurchase (Reverse

Repo) rate, and the Bank Rate. The first two are closely
linked to market rates, while the latter is more an indicative
late. The Repo rate is the rate at which commercial banks and
primary dealers can invest their surplus funds in Treasuly
bonds and Treasury bills held by the CentLal Bank, while the
Reverse Repo rate is the rate at which commercial banks and
primary dealers can obtain funds from the Central Bank by
pledging their own holdings of Tteasury bills and Treasury

decline in international intetest rates. The Repo rate and the
Reverse Repo rate, which weLe 9.75 per cent and ll'75 peL
cent, respectively, at end 2002 were reduced by 75 basis
points to 9.00 per cent and I1.00 per cent on 07 January 2003.
Rates were reduced by a further 75 basis points on 09 May
2003.In the second half of the year, consumer price inflation
continued to fall, creating room for the Central Bank to
reduce the pohcy rates futther. On l5 Au-eust 2003, the rates
were reduced again by 75 basis points. On l6 October 2003,
the rates were further cut by 50 basis points and 100 basis
points respectively, bringing the rates down to 7.00 per cent
and 8.50 per cent, and narrowing the interest rate corridor.

Fufthermore, the Bank Rate, i.e-, the rate at which the
Central Bank grants advances to commercial banks to meet
their temporary iiquidity requirements, which had remained
unchanged at 18.00 pet'cent since December 2001, was also
reduced to 15.00 per cent on 15 August 2003, to keep it in
line with the changes in other interest rates.
Most international interest rates declined marginally
from the levels at end 2002, which were already low. Fot'
example, the US Federal Funds rate, which was 1.25 per cent
at the beginntng of the year, was leduced to 1.00 per cent by
July 2003. The European Centtal Bank (ECB) also reduced
its policy rates by 50 basis points in March 2003 and by

in Repo and Reverse Repo rates under the

25 basis points in June 2003. Accordingly, the rate on the
main refinancing fircility of ECB, which was 2.15 per cent at
the beginning of the year, was 2.00 per cent by end 2003. The
Bank of En-eland reduced its Repo rate from 4'00 pet cent to
3.75 per cent in Febluary 2003, and further to 3.50 per cent in
July 2003. However, it incLeased its Repo rate to 3.75 pet

OMO are the Central Bank's signalling mechanism to

cent in November 2003, to curtail possible inflationaLy

indicate the expected dilection of interest lates in the market,
Moreover, with the commencement of more active open

impacts.

bonds with the Central Bank.
Chan-ses

market operations in March 2003, these rates formed the
corlidor within which the overnight market operated, as
standing facilities were made available to participants either
at the Repo rate or Reverse Repo rate, depending on their
liquidity requirements.
The Repo tate was reduced by 275 basis points, while
the reduction in the Reverse Repo rate was by 325 basis
points, during 2003, taking into account developments in
inflation, lower borrowing by the government continued
stability in money and foreign exchange markets, and the

Money Market Rates
The money market remained liquid in 2003, as mentioned
earlier. Malket participants invested this excess liquidity in
the Central Bank's Repo facility. Accordingly, call market

rates closely followed the Central Bank's Repo t'ate
throughout the year. Call market rates exhibited greater
stability. The valiation of call market rates, as measured by
the standat'd deviation of the average call money rate, which
was 4.2 per cent in 2001, declined to 0.8 per cent in 2002, and
remained at that level in 2003. Call maLket rates, which were
TABLE 10.6

TABLE 10.5

Money Market Rates (a)

Changes in PolicY Interest Rates

Per cent Per annum

Per cenl 9er annum
Date

Repo

Rate

Reverse RePo Rate

2002.11.22

975

2003.01 .07

9.00
8.25

11.75
1 1.00
10.25

7.50

950

7.00

8.50

2003 05 09
2003.08.1 5
2003 10.16

Bank Rate
18.00
18.00
18.00
15 00
15 00

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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CBSL
Repo Rate
Dec-02
Mar-03

Jun-03
Sep-03
Dec-03

Repo Weighted Average SLIBOR
Auction Rate Call Money Rate Overnight
10 39
9.42
8.63

900

:t. tJ

8.25

8.30

750
700

758

783

7.04

7.59

(a) Month-end values

10.67

v.o

I

865

792

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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lnterest Rate Spread in the Banking Sector
''

The Central Bank policy rates, i.e., the Repurchase rate

*"il; ;;;;;;;;

antl the Revelse Reprrr:chas, rate, wer€
in- several steps from early 2001. They were r.educed
by
800 - 900 basis points in 2001,225 basis points in 2001

and2l5
'ates

. 325 basis poinrs in 2003. Alrhough

borh lending

and deposit rates in the banking sector have declined

fbllowing these
r.he speed and the magnitude of'
'evisions,
the adjustments in market interest rates h'ave been
asymmetric: Deposit rates have generally cleclined more
than lending rates, increasing the intere.st rate spread.

Effects of Higher Interest Rate Spreads
A high cost of
a numbel

inter mediation or- higher spread coulcl have

of adverse consequences on the econonry.

In economies like Sri Lanka, where capital markets are
underdeveloped, banks are the key l.inancial
intermediar-ies2 that allocar-e firnds for nerv investments orprovide external funding fot. business expansion. The
higher cost of financing due to higher spr-eads may make it

prrrhibirive fbr some potential borl-owers to undertake new
rnvestment or expand existin_[ businesses, thus reducing
the future growth plospects of the economy. The highe L
spread also leduces flnancial deepening rn the economy as
there could be I'inancial disinte r.mediation i1'the banking

secIor is not efl-ective in channelling resources from

The Measurement of lnterest Rate Spread
The interest rate spr-ead is a measure oi the cost of
linancial inte'mediation, and is genelaily identified *s the

difl'elence between deposit unO lending rates. It is,
horvever, not easy to obtain a single direct nreasure of the
cost ol'financial inr,ermediatiorr ol the interest rar.e spr.ead.
Banks accept different types of deposits at ditterent rates
irnd off'er many types of Ioan lacilities at dil'l'er.ent inter.esr_
rates. Moreover,

in addition to accepting

cleposits, banks

may also obtain funds such as borrowings and repos tbr
which interest has [o be paid. Similar.ly, banks coulcl
invest in debt instruments whereby banks could earn
interest income other than liom granting roans. Therelbre,
two alternative measures ol'tne lnterJst
sirread ar.e
'ate
considered to examine l"he movenrenr- ol'the
inter-est rare
spread.l' A br-oad measure woulcl be the differ.ence
between the averlge yield on earning assets tnd the
average cost of interest bear.ing liabilities (methoct l). A
narrower measure wcluld be [he difference betrveen rhe
interest received on loans and the inte'est paid on deposits
(method 2 - as a ratio defined below).
Interest Spread (method

Interest Splead (method

l)
2)

surplus units to deficrt units. Furthet.. the higher spreads
could increase tlie creclit risk o1'banks due to the pr:obiem
01'adverse selection, i.e., tt is mostly r-isky bon-owers lvho
are willing to bolrow at high rates- This could, in turn,
have an adverse impact on rhe viability of banks thr.ough
an increased level of non-pelfbrmin_u loans (NpLs) as r.l,ell
have implications 1'or systemic stability. Finally,

zrs

ch;rnges in the monetary policy stance may, not be
efficiently transmitted to the economy as the policy
changes could get absolbed into the high interest rate
spread without an appreciable change in the interest rate
structure,

Reasons for Higher Interest Rate Spread
The core business of a bank is to provide intermediary
service to both savel's and borrou,ers and banks incur a
cost wlren they engilge in financial intermediation.
A palt of the costs reflects in the lisk pr-emium added to
rntelest rates [o cover vat'ious risks such ars credit r.isk.
nrarket risk, liquidity risk and operationiLl r-isks l'aced by
banks. In addition, a combination of factors, of which
some are bank specif ic and others structural rnc^

interest received

interest paid

all interest bearing assets

all interest bearing liabilities

=

intet'est received

fiom loans ancl

aclvirnces

intelest paid on deuo.sits

=
loans

deposits

1. All banks do not necessarily follow the sarne aporoach in det
a1o c.ouf charse bitrerent iees and commissions ror dirrerent toans. More disassresated
measures courd
:j.1,"^0,:.t]tl:'11:99:91-*Tf
!
therefore
be considered, buti :are not attempted
nere, due to non-availability of data.
2. The total assets of the banking sectol accounted for about 60 per cent
of financial assets at end 2003.
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Box 19 (contd,)

t Market stability: The

macroeconomic, attect the determination of interest rates
by banks and thus, the interest rate spread. Some of the
key factors are indicated below.

o

.

High operational casfs.' The operating costs of many
in IT, high
expenditure on salaries and emoluments, as well as

banks are high. Heavy investment

seculity, and under performing branches contribute to
raising operational costs. The opertting costs could
also increase due to the type of market segment on
u'hich a bank concentrates. For instance, if a bank

.

.

o

custom-ers, that bank ivould need a larger number of
branches, personnel and equipment, all of which laise
the operational costs.
l,lon-performing loans: The non-perfolmin_u loans
(NPLs) which ale non earnin-e assets remarn high in
many banks, requinng higher provisions.

During the period February 2001 to December 2003, the
Central Bank's Repo rate was reduced by 13 percentage
points. The average werghted deposit rate (AWDR) has
declined by 14 percentage points. The average weighted
prime lending tate (AWPR), based on iending to prime
customels of commercial banks, has also declined by
l4 per cent during the pericid. However, lhe Avelage
Weighted Lending Rate (AWLR), based on all lending by
commercial banks, has declined only by 3.2 percentage
points (up to third quarter 2003), shorving the relative
stickiness in t.he Leduction of general lending rates.
Horvever, lending rates declined more in 2003 than in

Lortg-term deposits mobilised at J'ixed rates: In
general, banks clffer fixed rate time deposits. Some

rates.

Heav! reliunce on interest earning uctivities as a
mujor s0urce of income.' At present, conrmercial
banks in Sri Lanka derive the miijor shale of their

2002.

lnterest rate spleads computed using the alternative
methods described above, for the period January 2002 to

income from fund based activities,3 Securilies market
activity, trading in financial products and securitisation
operations, whrch would have provided alternative
sources of income, are not deveioped.
Market structure: A t'er.r, banks hold a vet'y large share
of banking assets indicatin-e thlt the sector is still not
adequately competitive, and hence may not be efficient
in pricing, Even if the market structure is competitive,
there are su,itching costs for customers [o move fronr
one bank to anothel due to the lack of information.
Fur-ther, banks are the dominant source of external
finance fbr films due to the under-developed nltut'e of
capital markets. There is little competition to banks,
which would have forced a reduction in spreads,
Legul urtd other proceclural boltlenecftsr There ale
legal and other procedural bottlenecks, u'hich cAuse
long delays in loan recrovery,

December 2003, ale in Table

19

0
0)

0-

9

4

Dec- Mar- Jun- Sep- Dec- Mar- Jun- Sep- Dec- Mar- June- Sep. Dec-

00 01 01 01 01 02 02 02 02 03 03

32
5.2

(a) Compiled by Bank Supervision Department,

6.5

03

03

1 (a)

2002

Interest Spread (Method 2), %

and Fjgure 2. Both

c

2003

Item

Interest Spread (Method 1), %

I

Figure 1
Repo, Average Lending Rate, AWDR and AWPR

TABLE

rul

the

As shown in Figure 1, deposit rates as well as lending
rates have declined fbllowing the changes in policy rates,

banks have contracted long-term deposits at hi_eher
rrte s, lvhich restrrcts f1e xibility in reducing lending

o

of

Trends in Interest Rates and the Spread

relies more on small scale customers or retail

.

uncertainty

ma0roeconomic environment is another factor that
adds a risk premium to the interest rate structure.
Tqxes and other co.s/s: l'axes on frnancial instluments
and the operations of banking institutions as well as the
statutory reserve requirement (SRR) also contribute to
the higher splead.

:?

OO

42

46

A-7

-t')

ta.
4.4
6s

,-_3-a
4.5
6.6

"n

4.5
7.0

A(1

40
6.8

Source; Central Bank of Sri Lanka

based on data sent bv commercial banks

3. Fee based income contributed 20 per cent of total income in 2003 This share was 17 per cent in 2002.
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Box 19 (contd.)
measures show that spreads inc'easerl compared to
the
levels that prevailed at the beginning of 2002. The interest

tom
loans
rall int
is that

Measures to Reduce the Interest Rate Spread
one important development with respect to the interest

.takinginto
is founj to

be

he main reason

in the interest
expenses rs greater than the reduction in the inter.est

lncome.

A noteworthy deveropmcnt is trrat thc interest spreld
has declined in in. fourih quarrer of 2003. Horvever,

already put in place several measur.es. Among these, the
reduction of the ma'gin betrveen the Repo und R.u.rs.
Repo rates, publication of interest rates otlb;"k; i;, i;;
info.mation of the generar pubric, dissemination of

oec0nomlc aggregates lnd
ticipants,

rate spread_s, NPLs eccount for about l.l per.centage
points, the SRR lbr another'0.5-0.6 percentage points
irr'

the spr'ead, and taxes may account for a fur,thei 0.2_0.3

ar-e

the major steps.

easures to further develop the

would reduce the risks in

payments and settlement, and increase market efficiency

and ma.ket integ.ation. In addition, banks have been

asked to display interest rates and charges for various
services at their places of business which woulcl enable
customers to obtain a better idea of the cost of borr.owins.

in financial market reforms and rmprovirle
competition would also help recluce the interest rati

Progr-ess

spread further. Measu
market and the settins
tc-ro

rvould help this

-pr

their credit evaluat
hiternationally changes in interest rate spreads are
more closely co''elated u,ith the lorn rares than
in.

*iii

deposit rates,4 In Sri Lanka, however the decrine in

operational costs and undeltake project based lending and
evaluating rlsk prope'ly. In acldition, banks could orr.t
fioating rafes on deposits ancl loans. In this respect,

consistency in economic policies that is, a policy
en'ironment that improves macioeconomic stabilitl,

u'hich w,ould'educe the risk premia in loan pricin_u, is also
inrportant.

':'

advances given at different intcrest rates have becn

,','i

,

lnlerest flale:spread of Li
:
,1..,,,.;; ''' r ,': '''. ,.,i

'

'

(Auatterlyl

,.,':..:,11 ,:'"

90
Interesl Fate Spread (Method

l)

ta
Ean
--

o

O

a) 6n

o- ""

40
30
20

1Q

2oo2
4. E.g,, Brock and Suarez, ,Understanding:ifre Behaviour ol
Bank Spreads
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in Latin America', JDE Vol. 63 (2000),
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in the range of 10.00 - 11.25 per cent at end 2002, declined
continuously until October. By end October, call market rates
were betwe en 7 .25 and 8.50 per cent. The lowest average call

7,55 per cent on 17 October 2003, and was 1.73 per cent by
end year. The one-year SLIBOR declined tiom I1.33 per cent
at end December 2002 to 7.84 per cent at end December

market rate of 1 .46 per cent was recorded on 2l October
2003. These rates started to show some signs of volatility and

2003.

marginal increases in November and December 2003, due to
the disturbances on the political tiont as well as the seasonal
demand in December. By the end of the year, call market
rates were between 7.38 and 8.50 per cent, and the average

government securities was flatter and was positioned lower

rate was 7.59 per cent,

In view of the excess liquidity in the market, the Central
Bank conducted repurchase auctions throughout the year. The
average weighted rate at the daily Repo auctions remained

By end 2003, the secondary market yield curve for
than the yield curve at end 2002, indicating market
expectations of lower inflation in the medium term. The
decline in yield rates is attributed to the reduced supply of
government securities, with the continuation of fiscal
consolidation in 2003, market appetite for long tenor
government securities and market expectations of a further
decline in yield rates. Meanwhile, the government issued

l0-year, l5-year and 20-year Treasul'y bonds in 2003,

close to the Central Bank Repo rate. The average weighted
rate, which was 9,26 per cent on 03 March, declined to 9.13
per cent by end March, and with the reduction of policy rates,

developing a benchmark yield curve.

declined to 8.30 per cent by June, 7.58 per cent by September,
and to 7.04 per cent by December 2003. Market participants

In line with the changes in the Central Bank policy lates

also continued to access the Repo standing facility, while

there were a few Reverse Repo transactions as well,
reflecting the existence of some institutional limitations in the
market.

The Central Bank's discount and rediscount rates,
i,e., the rates applicable to outright purchases and sales of
Treasury bills by commercial banks and primary dealers
through the Central Bank's secondary market window,
moved down with market interest rates. The discount margin
between the primary market yield and the CBSL Repo rate
was reduced to 25 basis points from 125 basis points, rvith
effect from 28 January 2003, and further to 5 basis points on
I I February. However, with the commencement of active
OMO in March 2003, these rates became non-operative.
The Sri Lanka Inter Bank Offered Rates (SLIBOR)'
which are based on the rates offered for rupee inter bank
transactions by l2 commercial banks, also declined with the
reduction in Repo rate and showed a downward trend similar
to that of the call market rates. The overnight SLIBOR, which

was 10.67 per cent at end 2002, reached its lowest level of

-
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declined faster than deposit rates, the lending rates as a whole
were not reduced as much as anticipated. Rates on overdrafts
of corporate clients and personal clients declined sharply,

while rates on export financing facilities and on import
financing facilities in 2003 also declined. The weighted
average prime lending rate (AWPR), the weighted average
rate of commercial banks' mostly short-term lending to their
prime customers, which was 12.24 per cent at end 2002,
declined to its lowest level of 8.80 per cent by mid December,
but similar to previous years, increased during the Christmas
season. The AWPR was 9,26 per cent by end 2003.
Interest rates on savings deposits and tixed deposits also
declined during the year. The average weighted deposit rate

(AWDR), which is a weighted average of the rates on all
outstanding interest bearing deposits of commercial banks,
declined from l.4l per cent in December 2002, to 6.00 per
cent by June 2003, and to 5.27 per cent by December 2003.

A

similar pattern was observed in the average weighted fixed
deposit rate (AWFDR), which declined from l0'17 per cent
in December 2002 to 7.11 per cent in December 2003'
Savings Bank (NSB) reduced its savings deposit rate three
times to be in line with the rest of the market. The savings
deposit rate, which was 6.00 per cent at the end of 2002, was
in fact increased to 6.5 per cent in August 2003.It was
reduced to 6.00 per cent in October and further to 5'00 per
cent in November 2003.The one-year fixed deposit rate,
which was 9.00 per cent in December 2002, was reduced

gradually in four steps to 7.00 per cent by end 2003.
However, in view of the reduction in deposit rates, NSB as
well as the two state banks introduced special deposit

A
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and

other market interest rates the deposit and lending rates of
commercial banks also declined. Although some lending
rates, rates on lending to prime customers in palticular,

Following the decline in market rates, the National

Chart 10.6
Government Securities

Lending and Deposit Rates

1460

1825

schemes for senior citizens and retirees, where such persons
receive a higher rate of interest on deposits.
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Interest

rates charged by commercial banks on
outstanding payments through credit cards, which were in a

range of 2L-33 per cent at end 2002, remained basically
unchanged at end 2003. A few banks, however, did reduce

their rates on outstanding payments through credit cards.
However, this is not to be viewed as an outlier from the
rest of the interest rate structure, since it is only a penal
rate on those who do not settle their balances even after
the
one month's interest free credit provided to credit card
holders,

A decline was seen in the Iending rates of rong-term
credit institutions, i.e., DFCC Bank, National Development
Bank (NDB), State Mortgage and Investment Bank (SMIB)
and NSB. The lending rates of DFCC Bank were reduced

from I1.50-19.00 per cent in December 2002 to around
9'50-16'00 per cent at end 2003, whire the rending rates
of

NDB had come down from l0.gl-1g.35 per cent to
8.23-16.00 per cent during the same period. The rending rates

of sMIB and NSB, which were in rhe ranges of 15.00-r6.50
per cent and 14.00-16.50 per cent, respectively, at end 2002,
were 12.00-13.25 per cent and 10.00_ 12.00 per cenr,
respectively, by end 2003.

Following the declining trend in international market
rates, commercial banks in sri Lanka reduced their interest
rates on foreign currency deposits and on fbreign currency
lending. At end 2003, interest rates on us dollar denominated
savings accounts were in the range of 0.40 to l.l5 per cent,

while on sterling pound denominated savings accounts it was
1'50 to 4.00 per cent. The interest rates applicable to lending
in us dolla's were in the range of z.z0 to g.00 per cent, while
on lending in sterling pounds, rates charged were between

Rates on Medium- and Long-Term
Government Paper
Treasury bonds with shorter maturities were issued less
frequently in 2003. In contrast, taking advantage of the
prevalent low interest Lates, 4,5 and 6_year bonds, were
issued more frequently, while the long-term risk free yield
curve was extended further with the commencement of the
issue of l0-year and l5-year bonds in January 2003, and
Z}-year bonds in ocrober 2003. This also facilitated the
programme for reducing the bunching of debt repayment by
the government,

With the reduction in policy rates, and the decline in
inflationary expectations, Treasury bond rates also decreased
throughout the year. Rates, which were close to I1.00 per
cent at end2002, declined across all maturities to single digit
levels by end January 2003. By end September, rates were
Iess than 7.50 per cent, and had declined further when the
government borrowing programme ended in November,
2003.
Rupee loans with call options, which carried high yield
rates, were recalled as a cost reduction strategy of the
government, while the first three tranches of the dollar
denominated Sri Lanka Development Bonds amounting to
US dollars 158,5 million were retired upon maturity, in

November and December 2003. Rupee loans with maturity
periods ranging f'om 2-5 years were issued during 2003.

Interest rates on Rupee loans, which are administratively
determined, were 13.00 per cent at the beginning of the year,
but were brought down to around 8.00 per cent by end 2003.

Rates on Corporate Debt securities

3.50-6.80 per cenr.

Rates on commercial paper, a short-term debt instrument,

Rates on Short-Term Government paper

which were in the range of 10.50-16.50 per cent in 2002,
came down to a range of 7.25-13.00 per cent in 2003.
commercial Bank of ceylon Ltd. issued listed debentures on
fwo occasions during the year. one issue carried an interest

The general declining trend in interest rates was observed
at the weekly Treasury bill auctions as well. The weighted
average yields (excluding tax) on Treasury bills tell below
the GBSL Repo rate of 9.75 per cent at the auctions in

January, indicating market expectations

of a further

reduction in cBSL rates. However, the market corrected
itself and in February, the yield on Treasury bills increased
marginally. The yields on 9l-day, lg}_day and 364_d,ay
Treasury bills moved down from 9.92,9.g9 and 9.91 per
cent, respectively, at end December, 2002, to their lowest
levels of 7,06, 7.03, and 6.98 per cent, by the first week of
November. The reductions in policy rates, a reduced budget

deficit, increased liquidity in the market, and the reduction
in other market rates were factors that contributed to this
decrease. However, the yields on

9l-day, lg2_day and 364_
day Treasury bills increased to 7.35, 7.30, and 7.24 per
cent, respectively, by the end of the year, due to some
changes in market perceptions after the developments in the
political sphere.
Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report _ 2OO3

rate

of

10 per cent, while the other had a floating rate.

The Legal Rate and the Market Rate
The Legal Rate and the Market Rate applicable for the
following year are published in the Government Gazette by
the central Bank at the end of each year. The Legal Rate is
defined under the civil procedure code (Amendment) Act,
No. 6 of 1990 and is applicable to any action for the recovery

of a sum of money. The Market Rate is defined under the
Debt Recovery (Special provisions) Acr, No. 2 of 1990. The
Market Rate is applied only in relation to actions instituted by
lending institutions for the recovery of debt exceeding
Rs.150,000 arising out of commercial transactions, where
there is no agreed rate of intercst. Both the Legal Rate and the
Market Rate are computed based on the monthly average
weighted deposit rates of commercial banks. Accordingly, for
2004, the Legal Rate and the Market Rate are 6.30 per cent
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per annum compared with 9.58 per cent per annum in 2003,
and t t,1l per cent per annum in2002.

10.6 Commercial Banking
The commercial banking sector continued to grow duling

2003 reflecting the recovery in the economy. Although
activity in both the domestic banking units (DBUs) and the
fbreign currency banking units (FCBUs) grew in 2003, the
growth in activity of domestic banking units was much
higher. In contrast to the slow growth in 2002, both deposits
and advances of commercial banks grew substantially in
2003. An increase in utilisation of banking sector resources
by the private sector, particularly towards the end of the year,
was seen, while the dependence of the public sector on
banking resources decreased. The main contributol'y factols
that led to the growth in credit to the private sector were the

commercial banks issued debentures during the year to meet
the new CAR.
Liabilities of the govemment to the DBUs incr-eased by
Rs.l9 billion, whereas liabilities to the FCBUs declined by

Rs.7 billion in 2003, r'esulting in a net increase of Rs.l2
billion on a consolidated basis. In comparison, government
Iiabilities to the commercial banks increased by Rs.5 billion
in2002. The increase in 2003 was mainly a net outcome of an
increase in holdings of government securities by DBUs due to
repurchase transactions with the Central Bank usin-q excess
liquidity of banks and settlement of Sri Lanka Development
Bonds amounting to US dollars 158.5 million (around Rs.l5
billion), held by both the DBUs and FCBUs.
Meanwhile, outstanding credit to public corporations
from commercial banks declined by Rs.6.8 billion, though the
decline was lower than expected at the beginning of the year.
This decline was a net outcome of an increase of Rs.0.9

continuation of the ceasefire, the general reduction in market
interest rates, an improvement in business confidence and a

billion flom DBUs and a decline of Rs.7.7 billion from

satisfactory growth in external trade. Foreign currency
inflows to the commercial banks also increased with the
increase in toulist earnings, inflows to the stock market,
increase in private remittances and the expansion in foreign

FCBUs. The decline was in three major public corporations,
ui:., Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (CPC), Co-operattve
Wholesale Establishment (CWE) and the Ceylon Electricity
Board (CEB). It was expected that a substantial amount of

cunency deposits. Consequently, foreign cunency resources
of commercial banks improved and they were able to sell part
of the fbreign cuffency inflows to the Central Bank. This, and
the settlement of some liabilities of the government to the
commercial banks lesulted in an increase in the excess rupee
liquidity in the market. There was about Rs.8-10 billion
excess liquidity in the market throughout the year, which was

CPC's Iiabilities would be settled through privatrsation
proceeds during 2003.I{owevet', it could repay only Rs.l.3
billion of its loans as the full payment of the plivatisation
proceeds from the second player of the CPC opeLations

mopped up through OMO by the Central Bank.
The total number of commercial banks operating in Sri
Lanka declined from 23 at end Decembei 2002 to 22 at end

liabilities of CWE to commet'cial banks declined by about
Rs.5 billion, mainly due to the issue of government Treasury

December 2003 with the absorption of the branch of one

foreign bank by another foreign bank during the year.
Accordingly, the number of foreign banks declined to I l,
while the number of domestic banks remained at I I at end
December 2003.
Both the interest and non-interest income of commercial
banks continued to increase during the year. This resulted

flom the improvement in banking activity noted above, as
well

as the increase

in the interest rate margin of banks with

a

reduction in deposit rates at a faster rate than the reduction in
lending rates. Accordingly, profits of the commercial banks
increased by about 3l per cent in 2003, in comparison to the

(Lanka Indian Oil Company Ltd) was not received during
2003. The CEB settled only Rs,0.8 billion of its liabilities as

its cash flow improved only marginally. Meanwhile,
bonds to commercial banks, amounting to Rs.4.4 billion,
replacing part of the CWE's liabilities.
Deposit mobilisation of commercial banks grew at a
higher rate (13.6 per cent) in 2003 in comparison with 2002
(10.5 per cent), Leflecting the recovery in the economy and
improved business confidence. From this expansion, about
2l per cent came through foreign currency deposits. The
growth in deposits, achieved even under a relatively low
interest rate regime and continued tiscal measures such as the
debit tax on demand deposits and a withholding tax on
interest income on deposits, is partly a reflection of the lack
of alternative investment avenues, due to the under developed
nilture of the domestic capital market.

of 60 per cent in 2002.
Total assets/liabilities of DBUs of commercial banks
grew by 12.3 per cent in 2003, in comparison to the 6.3 per
cent growth recorded in 2002. Total assets/liabilities of
FCBUs of commercial banks grew by I per cent in US dollar

Credit to the private sector fl'om commercial banks gl'ew
at a higher rate during the second half of the year, reaching an
overall glowth slightly higher than anticipated in the original

terms in 2003, in contrast to the decline of 7 per cent recotded
in 2002. As the risk weighted capital adequacy requirement
(CAR) of commercial banks was increased from 9 to I0 per
cent as a ratio of total capital and from 4.5 to 5 per cent as a

consumption and investment purposes. Mennwhile, the ratio
of gross non-performing loans to total loans and advances of
commercial banks (DBUs and FCBUs), declined to 12.6 per

increase in profit

ratio of core capital with effect flom January 2003, some
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monetary programme. The high growth in credit was a
reflection of increased credit demand for commercial,

cent in 2003 from 14.2 per cent in 2002, while net NPLs
declined to 4.1 per cent fiom 6.3 at the beginning of the year.
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The credit to deposit ratio of the DBUs of commer.cial banks
declined marginally as deposits grew at a slightly higher rate

of

13.4 per cent, in comparison to the growth in total

advances

of

I 1.4 per cent.

purchases of commercial bills, which are the components in
the total loans and advances, loans and overdrafts, grew by
2l per cent and 7 per cent, respectively, while commercial

bills declined by 42 per cenr in 2003. The decline in

Structure of Assets and Liabilities of
Commercial Banks
Domestic Banking Units

The total l'esources of commercial banks improved
substantially by Rs.9l,0Z4 million (12,3 per cenr) in 2003
compared to Rs.46,870 million (6.3 per cenr) in 2003. Some
change in the composition of the portfbrio of assets was seen,
reflecting economic g'owth. on the assets side, about 50 per
cent of the growth came through an increase in total loans and
advances, in comparison, to about lZ per cent in 2002.
Investments and fixed and other assets contribute d 42 per
cent and 17 per cent, respectively. Loans, overdrafts and

commercial bills entirely came through a decline in import
bills purchased and discounted as both the local bills and
export bills increased. The decline in import bills courd be
attributed to the availability of suppliers'credit from
importers abroad at low interest rates in the inte'national
market.

The growth in investments of commercial banks
decelerated in 2003 to 40 per cent compared to 69 per cent in

2002. This could be attributed to both an incLease in demand

for credit by the private sector and a containment of the
absorption of funds by the government.

Liquid assets of commercial banks expanded further in
2003 (12.0 pel cent), though at a slower pace than in 2002
(17,8 per cent). The holdings of government securities and

TABLE 10.7

selected Assets and Liabilities of commercial Banks (a)
Change

2002 Dec / 2001 Dec
Amount
(Rs. Mn )

2003 Dec | 2002 Dec

Percentage

Amount
(Rs. Mn.)

17.8

28,930

Percentage

Assets category
1

.

Liquid assets
Cash on hand
Due from Central Bank
Foreign currency on hand
Treasury bills
Treasury bonds (b)
Commercial bills

2.

Investment
Treasury bills
Other government securities
Other investment

3. Total loans and aovances
LOANS

Overdrafts
Commercial bills

4.

Fixed and other assets

36,336
1,991

1

8.1

I

ot1

12.O
IJ

1,483

3.8

3,4s5
16,226

167.4

15,642

722

603

29,1 03

(10,432)

88.4
(41.e)
39.9

13,805
(624)

(2.4)

(2,319)
(3,231)

(5 8)
(3.1)

41,792

69.s

40,630

to,zzo
23,069
2,497

167.4
98.2

15,642

603

93

20,933
4,056

450

5,690

1.5

48,757

12.7

34,291

16.1

(27,968)
(624)

51,217

(20.0)
(2.4)

207

7,972
(10,432)

(41 .e)

16,284

141

4C_J

tJ.tJ

71

1,901

17

7,250

16 3

23,427

54,407

10 5

77,995

tJ o

(3,9s7)
58,404

(4.7)

13,745

17 .1

64,250

13 0

Liabilities category

1. Capital account
2. Total deposits
Demand deposits
Time & savings deposits

3.

Borrowings
Local borrowings
Foreign borrowings

4.

Other liabitities

Total assets / liabilities

t

.t.

4+

(18,e86)

(30.3)

(2,s80)

(s s)

(16,8e6)
(2,0e0)

(2s.21

(4,737)

(11.6)
76.3

(42.5)

2

1tr7

4,199

3.6

(1,818)

(1 s)

46,870

63

97,024

12.3

(a) Includes only the operations of domestic banking units
'
effect from 1 8. May 1 998 Treasury bonds aie considered as a apart
of the liquid
"ith of
,:sets
commercial banks.

i'

.
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cash on hand of DBUs expanded at a slower rate in 2003
while dues trom the central Bank, foreign currency on hand
and commercial bills declined over the previous year. The
ratio of total liquid assets to total assets remained at 31 per

cent, as in2002. The excess liquidity in the market at end
2003 was around Rs. t0 billion compared with about Rs.1l

billion at end 2002.
On the liabilities side, deposit liabilities grew by
13.6 per cent in 2003 in comparison to a 10.5 per cent growth
in 2002. Both demand deposits and time and savings deposits

increased during the year. Demand deposits increased by l7
per cent, in contrast to the 4-7 per cent decline in 2002, while
time and savings deposits grew by l3 per cent in comparison
to 13.4 per cent growth in 2003. As total borrowings of the
commercial banks declined particularly due to the decline in

local borrowings during the yeat, the growth rn total
liabilities was less than the growth in deposit liabilities.
Deposit liabilities as a ratio of total liabilities increased
marginally to 74 per cent from 73 per cent in 2002'
Reflecting excess liquidity in the banks, the declining

tlend in inter'-bank borrowings continued, although the
decline was less in 2003, Also, the exposure of commercial
banks to external financing increased marginally as some
commercial banks borrowed from banks abroad'
An improvement in the capital accounts of banks by
Rs.23 billion (45 per cent) in 2003 has been recorded in
comparison to a Rs.7 billion increase in 2002' Two major
reasons tor this were the increase in profits of banks and the
issue of debentures by some commercial banks to raise
capital to meet the increased CAR.

With the continued ceasefire and the growth in

economic activity, business confidence improved throughout
much of the year with a positive impact on foreign currency
inflows to the country. Foreign culrency inflows to the

banking system grew substantially with increases in inflows
through private r-emittances, fourism, the stock market and
foreign currency deposits. DBUs placed a part of their
foreign cun'ency resources with FCBUs for their operations,
while about US dollars 377 million were sold to the Central
Bank. From the perspective of DBUs, the net outcome was a
decline in NFA of DBUs by about Rs.19 billion. However,
NFA of the consolidated banking system (including both
DBUs and FcBUs) increased by about Rs.9 billion in 2003,
partly because half the non-resident foreign currency deposits

(NRFCs) are regarded as being effectively domestic
liabilities, rather than foreign liabilities, for computing
overall NFA,

About 95 per cent of the foreign liabilities of DBUs
arose ftom fbLeign currency deposits in the NRFC, RNNFC,

RFC accounts and Foreign Currency Accounts of Exporters.
Balances in foreign currency accounts grew by 13 per cent in
2003 compared to 15 Per cent in 2002.

Foreign CurrencY Banking Units
Total assers i liabilities of FCBUs increased
million

234

(l

by US dollars

2l

per cent) to US dollars 1,795 million in 2003, in

contrast to the US dollars 129 million (7 per cent) decline in
2002. About 34 per cent of the resources of FCBUs in 2003
came from DBU placements of toreign currency deposits

(uS dollars 620 million) and deposits by BOI enterprises
(US dollars 458 million). Placements of DBU funds with
FCBUs declined marginally, while deposits of BOI
enterprises increased substantialty by about 33 per cent in
2003. Resources from non-national Sources accounted for
around l5 per cent of total resoulces (US dollars 276 million)
in 2003, in comparison to l9 per cent of total resources
(US dollars 330 million) in 2002'
Loans and advances to BOI enterprises, credit to the
government and public cofporations and investment in
non-resident enterplises were the main areas where FCBU
funds were utilised. Reflecting the recovery in foreign trade,

cLedit extended to the BOI enterprises increased from
uS dollars 770 million to US dollars 870 million. As the
government settled maturing Sri Lanka Development Bonds,
which were partly held by FcBUs, the utilisation of FCBUs
resources by the government declined from US dollars 416

million in 2002 to US dollars 343 million in 2003'

Meanwhile, credit extended to public corporations declined
by US dollars 80 million as the CPC settled a part of its loans
outstanding during the Year.

Sources and Uses of Funds of Domestic Units

of

Commercial Banks
In the flnancial system of the country, commercial banks play
a major role in mobilising funds from surplus units and
pLoviding funds to deficit units. The government, public

corporations and the general public, as well as foreign
entities, transact with commercial banks. Depending on the
circumstances, these units could be sources of funds or users
of funds of commercial banks. The net availability of funds to
the commercial banks is a result of the aggregation of the
changes in assets and liabilities of commercial banks with
these units.

Total assets and liabilities of commercial banks
increased substantially in 2003 resulting in a significant
growth in resources and their utilisation on a gross basis.
However, the net sources / uses of resources was lower in
2003 than in 2002 reflecting low inter-sectoral dependence of
funds. The total net sources / uses of funds at the end of 2003
was Rs.29,l l0 million in comparison to Rs.26,787 million at
end 2002. on net basis, the foreign sector, the central Bank,
capital and reserves and the domestic plivate sector were the
sources of funds of commercial banks while on a net basis

major users of funds were the government, public
corporations and other banks.
In 2003, as in 2002, the largest source of funds of DBUs'
on a net basis, was the fbreign sector, retlecting an expansion
in foreign currency deposits and borrowings from foreign
sources. The contribution of the growth in foLeign currency
resources to the total net Sources of funds of banks was about
Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report
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TABLE 10.8

Sources and Uses of Resources of
Commercial Banks (a)
Rs. million

Change (b)
Category

2003

5,169

Holdings of govt. securities

39,296

Deposits

11

lmport bills
Short-term credit
Overdrafts

,796 1,900
173 12,510
'l;381

11,623
34,472

t,t zo

2. Central Bank
Borrowings

19,059

,:

48

Reserves

Investment in Central Bank
securities

1,435

4,039

1,483

1 714
?,319

2,815

5,911

2,261

5,042

Advances

5,076

4. Co-operatives

869

675

68

Deposits

447

Advances

84

228

lo

5. Other domestic private
sector

64,828

47,195

7A
521

Loans

Investments in securities
bonds

,, 228

7,234

Deposits (c)
Local bills
lmport biils
Overdrafts

:

trQ

348
9,577
49,239

4,393
34,390

&

497

6. Inter-bank transactions

4,056

,

1,123

Debentures

1,438

:

17,367

4,141

Balance with domestic

1,576

banks

Deposjts & borrowings with
domestic banks

7. Foreign sector

1

Deposits

8. Other assets & other
liabilities
Capital & reserves
Fixed assets
Other assets
Other liabitities
Till cash

Total net sources / users

16,284

890

5,791

11,333

Borrowings
Foreign balances including
export bills

5,030
19,449

2

090

2,157
16,069

2,860
7,545
7,250

1,223
5,32g

23,427
1,192

4,651

709

I 1,633

4,187

.

1 QA1

1,648
168

26,787 26,787 :29;110 r29,1tO
Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanxa

(a) lncludes only the operations of domestic banking units.
(b) The bold figures indicate whether each sector is a net source or
a net user of resources.

(c)

in 2003. The other assets and other liabilities category also
contLibuted to the .sources of funds of commercial banks,
particularly due to increases in capital and reserves of
commercial banks, reflecting increase in the pr.ofits of most
banks and debenture issues by some commercial banks. The
net contribution of the private sector as a source of funds was
low, although gross values were high, as the gr-owth in
utilisation of banking resources by the plivate sector (source
of funds) was almost similar to the growth in deposits in
2003.

3. Government corporations
Deposits

Central Bank towards the end of the year. However, on
average, reserves were higher during the year in compar.ison
to2002 as the deposit base of the commercralbanks increased

Sources Uses Sources Uses
1. Government sector

67 pet cent in 2003, in comparis on to 42 per cent in 2002. The
central Bank was the second largest source of funds mainly
due to the decline in reserves of comme'cial banks with the

lncludes long- term deposits mobirised by the two state banks
under special savings schemes.

On a net basis, the government was the major user of
funds of commercial banks though at a Iower level, as
commercial banks invested part of their resources in
government securities, Secondly, government corporations
were uset's of funds of the DBUs on a net basis, as deposits of

corporations declined over the previous year by a larger
amounI than the increase in bor-rowings. Meanwhile, the
dependence of commercial banks fbr funds in the inter'-bank
money malket was lower in 2003 than in 2002.

Commercial Banks' Loans and Advances2
The quartelly survey of loans and advances of domestic
banking units (DBUs) of comme.ciai banks for the l2 months
ending September 2003 indicated a 14.9 per cent growth in
credit provided to public colporations and the private sector
by commercial banks, in comparison to a 8.1 per-cent growth
recorded at end September. 2002.In terms of sectors, credit
extended to the financial sector recorded the htghest growth,
while the consumption and tourism catego'ies recorded the
second and the third highest growth r;ites, respectively. The
main factors that led to the growth in credit to private sector
were the flrm recovery in many sectors in the economy along
with a decline in interest rates and improved investor
confidence, and the improvement in consumption spending
due to the recovery in economic activity and the continuation
of the ceasefire.

The commercial sector, which has the highest
contlibution to the total credit outstanding (37 per cenr),
recorded a moderate growth (9 per cent) on a point to point
basis at end September 2003. Followin_e the improvement in

expol'ts and imports, credit provided for the export of
garments and fabrics, processed rubber and gem and import

of food artd beverages, private and commercial vehicles
increased. In line with an export growth of ll.2 per cent in
uS dollar terms (r2.9 per cent in rupee terms) during the flrst
nine months of the year, credit given to the export category
grew by 9.2 per cent during the 12 month ending September
2. Based on the Quarterry Survey of commerciar Banks' Loans and
Advances as at end September 2002.
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2003.Imports have improved by 10.2 per cent in rupee terms
during the first nine-month of the year, while credit provided
fbr impoLts improved by around 8 per cent. A comparatively
lower growth in credit extended for imports could have been
partly due to suppliers' credit given by ovet'seas buyers since
intetnational intelest rates too rvere low.

The consumptton and housing and

property

development categories, which accounted for 14-15 per cent
each in total credit, grew by 36 per cent and 13 per cent,
respectively. An increased demand for personal housing,
consumer durables and some recovery in real estate activities
with the picking up of economic growth and downward
movement in interest rates, led to the increase in demand for
credit in these sectors. In the consumption category, c|edtt
given through credit cards has also shown an expanslon'
retlecting the growing use of cledit cards. The total number
of cards issued increased by 23 per cent, while the total
outstanding balances which amounted Rs,6.4 billion as at end
2002 increased to Rs.8.l billion in 2003'
The growth in credit outstanding in the industrial sector
increased by around l2 per cent at end September 2003, in
comparison to an i per cent growth recorded ln the

I

l2-months ending September 2002. A growth in credit to
processed tea, rubber, coconut and other agricultural expotts
and an improvement in credit to other manufactut'ing erports
such as textiles, and leather products were seen' This is
consistent with the expansion of industrial activity recorded
in 2003.
On a point to point basis, glowth in credit to the services
sector grew by 2 per cent, a lower rate than the credit glowth

TABLE 10.9

Sectoral Distribution of Commercial Banks'
Loans and Advances (a)

End

catesory

;."J,

Rs

Commercial

Exports
lmports
Frnancial
Agricultu ral
lndustrial (b)
Tourism
Housing

bn.

Total

As

a

Percentage Change

sep

;"&

2003

Rs. bn.

140 1
35.8

152.?

46.3

Rnn

10.5

11

E

37.0
9.5

3.6

t1.

l

9.8

8.7
9.2
7.8

r+J

-9.1

67.4
24.2

6Z

6.5

19.9

4.8

o./

37.0

41 5

101

11.1

1

I

1.4

6.2

20.4

51.3

141

13.6

13.2

34.2

201
358.1

59.6

14.5

15.7

36.0

348

85

29.7

20

5.4

-t.6

oo

100.0

81

14.9

//

|

41',t.4

Source:Central Bank of Sri Lanka
(a) Advances include loans, overdrafts and bills discounted and
exclude cash items in orocess of collection.
(b) Includes advances granted for engineering and building, trade,

mrning and fishing.
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sector when compiling the national accounts), were included,
the growth in credit to services wouldbe l8 per cent as at end
September 2003, The credit provided to the toutism sector
increased by 20 per cent during the period under t'eview,
reilecting a high gfowth momentum in the sector. Growth in

cledit to the financial sector increased by 61 pel cent at end
September,2003 mainly due to an inctease in credit given to
financial institutions fbr the plovision of equity finance and
fundrng for leasing companies, llong with an increase in the
activities in these subsectors with the recovery in the
economy. An increase in credit fbr equity finance may also be
attr-ibuted to the inrprovements in stock market activities,
including margin trading. Credit provided for leasing has also
shown an improvement along with an improvement in lease
finance activities in the areas of passenger transport and
goods transport.
Credit extended to the agricultural sector also increased
by 20 per cent during the I2 months ending September 2003
particularly due to the credit extended to the tea, coconut irnd

minor export crops. The overall improvement in credit to the
agricultural sector letlected the increase in aglicultural sector
activities, supported by the good welther conditions that
prevailed in the country during the first three quarters of
2003.

Credit pLovided for pawning by commercial banks
increased substantially duLing the period undet' review. The
total credit provided tor pawning by major commercial banks
has increased by around Rs.14 billion during the 12-months
ending 2003, which was around I I per cent of the total credit
outstanding of these maJor commercial banks. Accordingly,
the growth in credit to pawnlng activities grew by 58 percent

in 2003 as against the 38 per cent -qrowth recorded in2002'
Meanwhile, the interest rates chat'ged on pawning by
commercial banks have declined considernbly from a range

of 19.00-27.00

per cent in December' 2002 to a range of

I5.00-18.00 per cent.

In tetms of credit given against various types of
fifty per cent of the credit was agatinst
plant and machinery' personal
property,
immovable

securities, mole than

z.z

4.7

Consumption 43 8

Services
Other

End

in September 2002. However, if the two main sectors that
r-ecorded higher growth, namely tout'ism and financial
services (which are, in fact, classified undel the services

TABLE 10.10

Distribution of Outstanding Credit Based on
lnterest Rates
Per cent oer annum
Interest Rate
10-1 5
IO-ZU

21-25
25 and above

2001

2002

tzo

2rlR

Jz+

I

235

181

18.0

15.8

2003

Jun

25.9
32.8
18.6
10.0

2003 SeP
28.0

302
88

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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guarantees and fixed savings. The Average Weighted
Lending Rate (AWLR) declined fiom 19.6 per cent at end
September 2002 to 18.2 per cenr at end December 2002 and

further to 16.4 per cent at end September 2003, reflecting
some reduction in general lending rates during the period.
Although the decline in the AWLR was much slower than the
decline in other market rates, the AWLR declined by a higher
amount in 2003 than in 2002. The AWLR, which declined by
I'l per cent in 2002, declined further by r.g per cent during
the three quarters in 2003. Lending rates discussed in the
section on interest rates (secrion 10.5) decreased in the fburth
qualter of 2003.
The amount of credit provided at higher rates of interest

by comme'cial banks recorded a decline. As shown in Table
10.10, there has been a slow and gradual reduction in lendins
rates from 2001 to September 2003.

10.7 Central Banking
The operations of the central Bank in 2003 were mainly
focussed on the management of liquidity in the market at an
appropriate level to achieve the monetary policy objective of
economic and price stability. The system of more active open

market operations as the main instrument of monetary
management helped ro manage market liquidity eff'ectively
by using the central Bank's policy interest rates. There was a

substantial improvement in foreign inflows to the central
Bank in 2003, and it resulted in a change in the composition

of the balance

sheet with a larger increase in foreign assets
and a conesponding decline in domestic assets of the cenh'al

Bank.

A substantial

increase

country was recorded

in fbreign currency inflows to the

in

2003 as indicated in the
improvement in the BoP. As the government sold its foreign
cumency receipts fiom foreign loans to the central Bank, and
also a substantial amount of foreign exchange was pur.chased
by the Central Bank from the commercial banks,

rupee

liquidity in the market increased. This excess liquidity was
absorbed through the open market operations of the central
Bank and consequently, holdings of government paper
shifted fiom the central Bank to commercial banks, As the
central Bank holdings of rreasury bills declined from around
Rs.55 billion at the beginning of 2003 ro about Rs.16 billion

by the third quarter, the central Bank issued Rs.5 billron
worth of its own securities in September to mop up the excess
liquidity in the market. These were issued for a period of less
than three months and had been settled by the end of the year.

Structure of Assets and Liabilities of the
Central Bank
The value of total assets and liabilities of the central Bank
increased by 17 per cent during 2003. on the assets side, the
increase was entirely in fbreign assets reflecting the increase
in foreign reserves of the central Bank which more than
offset the decline in domestic assets. The increase in foreisn
Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report

-
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assets mainly came through funds received under the pRGF

facility of the IMF, sales of tbreign exchange receipts of the
government to the Central Bank and purchases of foreign
exchange by the Central Bank trom the commercial banks.
Total net foreign assets of the Central Bank increased by
40 per cent (Rs.47 billion). In comparison, fhe improvement
in net foreign assets in2002 was 39 per cent (Rs.33 billion).
In contrast, net domestic assets of the Central Bank
declined by Rs.32 billion, particularly due to the decline in
net holdings of government securities by Rs.28 billion to
Rs,ll.5 billion at end December 2003. provisional advances
to the government which are provided through the r.evolving
credit facility, increased only marginally in 2003.
On the Iiabilities side, the total cumency issue of the
Bank increased by Rs.l0 billion (11.9 per cent): the issue of

curency notes increased by 12 per cent and coins by 7 per
cent. Deposit liabilities of the Central Bank increased by
2I per cent particularly due to deposits of international
organisations which include the drawings from the IMF.
Deposits of commelcial banks increased (I2per cent), which
was due to an increase in the statutory reserve requirement
(SRR) on increased commercial banks deposit liabilities.

10.8 Banking Development
The total number of Licensed Commer-cial Banks (LCBs),
operating in the country decreased to 22 (l I domestic banks
and I I branches of fbreign banks) at end 2003 fiom 23 at end

2002, as a result of the absorption of the operation of
standard chartered Grindlays Bank by standard chaltered
Bank. Meanwhile, the total number of iicensed specialised
banks (LSBs) rose to 14 at end 2003 trom l3 at end 2002 with

the registration of Housing Development Finance
Corporation (HDFC) as a LSB. In addition, one LSB,
Pramuka Savings and Development Bank, was under
resolution by the Central Bank in terms of statutes.

Branch Expansion
The local branch network of comme'cial banks increased
from 1,163 at end2002 to l,l9l at end 2003. The increase
was mainly in domestic banks which opened 26 branches
during the year. Foreign bank branches increased from 35 at
end 2002 to 37 at end 2003. Continuing the trend seen in
2001, the banking density, i.e., the number of commercial

bank branches per 10,000 people recorded a marginal
increase from 0.6 | in 2002 ro 0.69 in 2003. The branch
network of LSBs increased by 4I to 370 ar end 2003, mainly
as result of HDFC which has a branch network of 20, being
registered as a LSB. Of the total number of LSB branches,
around 83 per cent were accounted fbr by NSB and RDBs.

Banking Facilities
The commercial banks continued their effort at maintaining
and improving their competitive edge by concentrating on
ploduct innovation and product differentiation in view of the
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TABLE 10.11
New Commercial Banking Facilities

"

Deposit Scheme

Bank

Bank of

Ceylon 1.

Ethera Thilina Savings Account;
For migrant workers. An interet

-

2003
Other Services

Lending Schemes
1

.

Ransumiithuru: Special Credit Scheme for

Small

06 ATMs installed.

Enterprrses

'ate of 0.5 per cent above 2. Southern Province Regional Economic

2.

paid.
Advancement Project (SPREAP) DHASUNA
Deposit 3. Government of Sri Lanka Housing Finance for
Scheme. An interest rate of 1
Low & Middle Income Households
)er cent above annual ixed 4. Relief Scheme to provide financial assistance to
customers of the bank affected by floods/earth
deposit rate is paid
ordinary savings is

Senior Citizen Fixed

f

slips

People's

Bank 1.
2.

YES

Accounts

Vishrama Suvaya
(Savings & Fixed deposits

scheme)
Hatton National
Bank

-

1. Jana Jaya (Education)
2. Jana Jaya (Consumption)
3. Jana Jaya (Housing)
4. Jana Jaya (Pensioners)

03 ATMs installed

1. Government Sponsored Housing Loan Scheme
2. Danuma Educational Loan Scheme for
professional and postgraduate studies.

1. 12 ATMs installed

2. Hotshots - Special credit
cards

for teenagers

I - Internet banking
facility
4. Hatna SMS

3. Hatna

Commercial
Bank of
Ceylon Ltd.

-

1. 20 ATMs installed

2. Com bank
e-Exchange.

An instant money transfer
facility

3. Same day cheque realization facility

4. e-Access - Self service
banking kiosk
Sampath

Bank

-

Sahanya Loan scheme for development

Ltd

-

'l

purposes

12 ATMs installed

Ltd.

Seylan Bank

. Viyana Housing Loan Scheme f or ETF

08 ATMs installed

contributors

2. Affordable Housing

Finance for Low & Middle

Income households

Apara Loan scheme: for migrant workers

Union Bank Ltd.
Pan Asia

Ltd.

Bank

1. FD Fortune
2. FD Premium

12 ATMs installed

Nation's Trust

08 ATMs installed

Bank

NDB

Bank

Citi Bank

Ltd.

Minor Savings account

01 ATM installed

CitiJunior - Foreign currency
savings account for minors.

1. 01 ATM installed

2. Cash management services on collections and
payments
DB-Recot. An electronic account reconciliation sys-

Deutsche Bank
Ltd.

tem for internet banking
customers
HSBC

Standard
Chartered Bank

Car loan scheme

01 ATM installed
01 ATM insralled

Lrd.

Sources : Commercial Banks
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TABLE 10.12

e-learning and e-channelling by banks. There were

Distribution of Bank Branches
Category

2001

2002

,:2003(a)

End DeC

1. Licensed commercial banks

l. Total no. ol commercial banks
Domestic banks
Foreign banks

25

23

11

11
12

14

':'

22

::

11
II

::

11

branches (b)

1,130
1,084
9s1

1 ,274 :,:;.11319
1,24O ::,J,285,,

,.,

1,024

0

'.;:f

;048
:,'l

,':;:,,,,,

1

23

23,'':t,,'t,,.:2g:,'.
1

7g

:,,:,

,r'

Q,';:,.:

46

Students savings units

34

188

188

194

21

:::,,,,

,,:

8

registered finance companies, registered leasing

\) '+

: . 188

:., ::

2. Licensed speciatised banks (d)

l. Total no. of licensed specialised
banks

14

Regional Development Banks
National Savings Bank
Long-term lending institutions
Housing linance institutions
Private savings and development
banks

6

22
23
23

328

bank branches
Regional Development Banks
National Savings Bank
Long-term lending institutions
Housing finance institutions
Private savings and development
banks

savings units.

15

rl

1

2
2

li. Total no. of ticensed speciatised

(a) Provisional.
(b) Includes Head

13
66

188
101

22

trtr

12

332

370

190
103
23

194

11

15

112
ZJ
/6

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka

oflices. Excludes pawning centres and students

(c) Includes extension offices and sub branches.
(d) Includes f inancial institutions which have been issued

with

a

licence under the Banking Act to operate as a licensed

specialised bank (LSB).

establishments, and the Central Bank, are shareholders of
CRIB.
CRIB currently collects infbrmation on regular advances
of Rs.500,000 and over, and irregular advances of Rs.100,000
and over, The number of credit reports issued during the year
increased to 389,171 from285,269 in2002, reflecting higher
demand for credit with the recovery in economic activity and
also demonstrating that credit information is used as an
important risk management tool by lending institutions. This
increased demand for credit information contributed to a
sharp increase in the Bureau's profits, to Rs.32.9 million in
2003, from Rs.24.5 million in2002.
The number of advances recorded in the database
amounted to 159,500 in 2003, compared with 139,500 in
2002. Of the number of advances in 2003, 106,000 advances
were regular, while 53,500 were irregular advances (advances
which are more than six months in default). The value of
irregular advances in the database was about Rs.l03 billion
compared with about Rs.99 billion in 2002. Of the rotal
irregular advances, 74 per cent were accounted for by the
corporate sector, while the balance was accounted for by
individual borrowers. More than 90 per cent of these inegular
advances were advances over one

difficulty in price competition in the service-oriented banking
industry, The popularity and use of non-cash based modes of
payments such as credit cards, debit cards, EFTpOSs,
Internet banking and tele-banking etc., increased during the
year' The number of credit cards issued by commercial banks
recorded a23 per cent growth from approximately 321,150 at
end2002 to 393, 850 ar end 2003. Of the total credit cards
issued, the majority (80 per cent) were global cards, accepted
for both local and tbreign transactions. The total number of

ATMs operated by commercial banks in the country
increased to 705 at end 2003 from 622

The Credit Information Bureau of Sri Lanka (CRIB) was
established under the Credit Information Bureau of Sri Lanka
Act, No. l8 of 1990 (later amended by Act No. 8 of 1995),
with the objective of collecting and collating information on
borrowers and to furnish such information to shareholding
lending institutions. At present, 82 institutions, including all

licensed commercial banks, licensed specialised banks,

lJt

4

Foreign bank branches (c)
Pawning centres

;,:

11

95

of transactions amounting to Rs.8l billion.

10.9 Credit Information Bureau of
Sri Lanka

li. Total no. of commercial bank
Domestic bank branches
Main branches
Asc branches
Kachcheri branches
Extens ion/pay off ices/
service counters
Overseas branches

9 commercial banks offering Internet banking facilities at end
2003, with a total customer base of 214,650 and a total value

at end 2002, while

rhe

TABLE 10.13

Category
Local
Global

Outstanding credit at end year (Rs.mn.)

Local
Global

6,390 gi12'
618 ., 693

27.2

5,771 ";::,j

28.8

12.1

:4e2.

Overdues (as a % of outstanding

credit) 10 ,: ,,'10.S

Past dues (as a % of outstanding

credit) 9 ,

banking sector is the increased use of e-banking services and
e- payment services such as tele banking, internet banking,

(a) Revised
(b) Provisional

2003

(a) 2009:tb) % change
issued SZ1,145 gg3,g54, 22.6
69,497 ZB,O14 12.4
251,708 315,820 25.5
Z0O2

Total number ol credit cards

Commission from dealers

-

ruDees.

Credit Cards lssued by Commercial Banks

number of EFTPOS increased from 4,256 to 4,J32 during the
same period. Another emerging trend seen in the commercial

Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report

million

(%)

0.25-9.5

-

'7.g
i

: :i'l.l

,...'..

:

=B.S '

0.

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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10.10 Rural Banking and Credit

Overall Trends and Developments

explore the possibility of establishing a futures market for
agricul tural commodities.
A major development in the policy area was the signing

Several measures were taken during 2003 to strengthen
microfinance activities and the microfinance sector of the
country. Banks and other financial institutions further

of a project agreement between the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) and the Government of Sri Lanka tor the development
and strengthening of the rural finance sector in the country.

expanded their credit programmes to the North and the East
with the peaceful environment that prevailed in those areas.

The Rural Finance Sector Development Project (RFSDP) is
designed to contribute to promoting economic growth and

Cultivation loans granted under the New Comprehensive
Rural Credit Scheme (NCRCS) picked up substantially in
these areas particularly, in the districts of Ampara, Batticaloa
and Trincomalee, Following the declining trends in the

poverty reduction. The objective of the project is

to
strengthen key sector institutions for the provision of training
in rural finance services, efficient service delivery by rural
finance institutions (RFIs), rural finance sector supervision

and outreach expansion. The project

will support the

interest rates, the on Iending interest rate on loans granted
under NCRCS was reduced from 12 per cent to 8 per cent per
annum, while the interest subsidy paid by the government to
lending banks on these loans lvas also reduced from l0 per
cent to 8 per cent. The Forward Sales Contract System
(FSCS) introduced in 1999 was further expanded in 2003.
The pilot project introduced tn2002 by the Central Bank with
funding assistance from the World Bank to promote the FSCS

rural finance services and increased demand for such
services. A legal and regulatory framework will be

was successfully completed in 2003 and steps were taken to

introduced fbr the regulation and supervision of RFIs, which

restructuring plans of Cooperative Rural Banks (CRBs) and

Regional Development Banks (RDBs), the National
Development Fund's (NDTF) Corporate Plan and the
Samurdhi Institutional Strengthening Plan. These reforms
emphasise good governance of RFIs, efficient delivery of

TABLE 10.14
Loans Granted Under the New Comprehensive Rural Credit Scheme
(Position as at 31 December, 2003)
Rs. million
State Banks

Paddy Subsidiary Total

Food
Crops

Food
Crops

1't6
83

76
33
109
59
35
94
.24
24
48
24
23
47
34
39
73
39
32
71
75
232
307
157
221

273
304

199

378

577

265
71

233
72

Cultivation Year 1997 305
1997/98 Maha
1998 Yala

177
74

Cultivation Year 1998

251

1998/99 Maha

149

75

Cultivation Year 1999 224
176
n?

Cultivation Year 2000 2s9
2001 Yala

123
68

Cultivation Year 2001

191

2001/2002 Maha
2O02Yala

81

19

Cultivation Year 2002 100
200212003 Maha (b)
2003 Yala (b)

Banks

Paddy Subsidiary Total

1996/97 Maha
1997 Yala

2000/2001 Maha

Regional Development

Food
Crops

Cultivation Year 1996 336

1999/2000 Maha
2000 Yala

(a)

Paddy Subsidiary Total

1995/96 Maha
1996 Yala

'1999 Yala

Domestic Private Banks

341
104
445

292
107

399
201
98
299
173
98
271

210

122
332
162
100

262
156

251
407

18
3
21
18
20
38
21
12
33
30
10
40
44
45
89
67
34
01
41
43
84
87
61

28
12
40
28
32
60
20
30
50
22
29
51
21
31
52
25
25
50
21
109
130
19s
32s

46
15
6'1
46
52
98
41
42
83
52
39
91
65
76
141
92
59
151
62
152
214
282
486

25
14
39
24
16
40
32
24
56
29
25
54
58
53
11
61
68
129
38
45
83
100
88

33
I
41
36
13
49
13
17
30
27
20
47
46
43
89
51
45
96
36
66
102
82
62

188

144

1

s8
22
80
60
29
89
45
41
86
56
45
101
104
96
200
112
113
225
74
111
185
182
150

Total Loans (Amount)

Paddy Subsidiary Total Loans

Food
Crops

308
88
396
275
108
383
230
110
340
208
110
318
278
181
459
251
170
421
160
107
267
303
332

Granted under
NCFCS

137

445

53

141

190

586

123
80

398
188

203

586

57

287

71

181

128

468

73
72

281

145

463

101

379

182

113

294

214

b/J

15

102

366
272

217

638

132
407

292
514

539

806

434
608

737
940

1042

1,677

1

Cultivation Year

2003 (b)

(a) Hatton National Bank, Seylan Bank and Sampath Bank only
(b) Provisional.

240

520

Source. Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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do not come under central Bank supervision, The retorms
also support the establishment of a Rural Economic
Resuscitation Trust Fund fbr expanded skills, technical and
marketing support to enable the rural poor to use access to
ru'al finance services efficientry. with a view to building
rural finance sector capacity, the project will support the

will

strengthening of the cent'e for Banking Studies of the
central Bank of sri Lanka as a centre of excellence in rural
finance training.

The two microfinance programmes implemented by the
central Bank, namely, the small Farmers and the Landress
credit Project (sFLCp - ISURU) and the poverry Alleviation
Mic'ofinance Project (pAMp) continued their operations in
the project districts in 2003. The projects use a self-help
approach in developing necessary social capital at the
g'assroots level for alleviating poverty through income

be

Bank. Under the Forward Saies Contract System, the
producers and the buyers are encouraged to enter into
contracts with an agreed price at the time of cultivation of
their crops. The FSC system will ensure a fair price fbr the
farmers' ploduce, minimising the impact of rapid fluctuations
This plogramme was supported by the World Bank by
providing necessary funds under its Development Market
Place Pro;ect and it was implemented from April ,2002 to
June, 2003. The central Bank implemented the project with
the participation of Bank of Ceylon, people's Bank, Seylan
Bank, Comme'cial Bank, six RDBs and Sarvodaya SEEDS

as

facilitators of the contracts. This pilot project, aimed

at

piomoting sales contract systems among farmers, buyers,

Ku'unegala, Matale and Nuwa'a Eliya. Initratives were taken
to expand the PAMP to the dist'icts in the North and East
through commercial banks, namely, Bank of Ceylon, Hatton

will

As a market based solution to the problems of farmers in
marketing their agricultural produce, the Forward Sales
contract (FSC) system was initiated in 1999 by the Central

in prices realised by the farmers.

generation. The SFLCP was in operation in the districts
of
Matara, Galle, Kandy and puttalam, while the pAMp was in
opelation in the districts of Badulla, Hambantota, Kalutar.a,

National Bank and Seylan Bank, which

Forward Sales Contract System
(Govi Sahanaya)

bankers, policy makers and the general public, was
successfully completed in 2003, Under- the project,2,3g4
awafeness programmes were held in all major agricultural
areas of the country with the participation of t21,000

the

implementing agencies. With a view to ensuring the long_
term sustainability of the project, the distLict level ISURU
Development Societies (IDSs) of the sFLCp districts wer.e

persons, In addition to the meetings and workshops, booklets,
posters and documentaries were prepared in sinhala, Tamil
and English to propagate the concept of the Forward Sales
Contract System.

regrstered as peoples companies and they were amalgamated
into a national level ISURU Fecleration.

Undet the project, in addition to awareness/publicity

As an initial step in RDB refbLms, a part of the shares of

programmes, the particrpatin-q institutions were plovided with
motorcycles and computers for promotion of the system in
the respective areas. The progress of the FSC System is
summarised in Tabel 10.16.

RDBs held by the centrar Bank were transferred to the
Ministry of Finance and as a resurt, the central Bank holdine
of RDB shares was reduced to 20 per cent in each RDB.

TABLE 10.15

Savings Mobilised and Advances

Co-operative Regional
Rural Banks Develooment
(CRBs)

Total deposits (b)
Savings
Special savings
Fixed deposits
Shares

Total loans granted (c)
Agriculture
Animal husbandry
Fisheries
Small industries
Building construction,
electrification and
water supply
Projects / commerce
Others

18,689
13,477
5,211

20,052
14,371

1

185
226
,652

1,877
396
1,314

(a) All figures for 2003 are provisional.
(b) Total savings at the end of the vear

2003(a)
4,175

4,490

547

752

1,228
1 508

r,Jzo

486
to

oJo

840

33

2,769

2,921

2,325

436
90

462
101

.^:
tJd

249

tJz

080

s99

6,285

1,438
64
47
912

: 8;.1

92
70
919

1

499
3,325

/JZ

q ootr

,114

28
88

o:

991

1,250

101

131

29

JJ

ZtJ5

302

353
'r86

705

727

t.1u

1

252
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SANASA
Development

Bank
Hambantota

Regional Development Banks
Women's Development Federation

65
28
17
11
19

_

Hambantota

?O

Bank

2OO2 :2003(a)

1,495
380

15
29

31

30

42

432

16

1,696

6

4

943

939

19

343

452

167

69
29

382
308

tuJ

Sources: Co-operative Developemnt Department

(c) Total loans granted during the year.

Rs. million

Janashakthi

2002 2003(a) 2002 2003(a)

1,689
629
846

q Ae1

3,327 4,206
850 : 207
101 273
33
27
280 112

Credit
Sarvodaya
Societies (SEEDS)
(SANASA)

2003(a)

__

Selected Rural Sector tnstitutions

Thrift and
Co-operative

Banks

2002 2003(a) 2oo2

-

175

648

1,161
7

,,
58
209
362

zz

250
521
361

SANASA Federation
Sarvodaya (SEEDS)
SANASA Development Bank
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TABLE 10.16
Forward Sales Contracts

Convention resolved that the promotion of the FSC System

-

No. of Farmers
of
Agreements Benefited
Sioned

6,967
12,220

6,322

Maize
Paddy
Finger Millet
Soya
Green gram
Other crops

11,192
1,925
5,222
5,291

Total

14-18

possibility of moving to a futures contract system tor selected
agricultulal commodities. The Convention also approved the
appointment of a Task Force to examine the possibility of
establishing a commodity exchange required for effective

13-14

implementation of the futures contract system.

Forward Price
Determined
(Rs. per kg )

No.

Crop

should be further strengthened, while exploring the

2003

2.245

20-22

5,830
6,002

27-30
45-50
2s-65

8,05s

9,1 10

38,007

42,374

New Comprehensive Rural Credit Scheme
(NCRCS)
The Central Bank continued with the implementation of the

NCRCS under which short-term cultivation loans are

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka

provided on concessionary terms for paddy and27 subsidiary
food crops, A sum of Rs.443 million was granted in Maha
200212003 and Rs.493 million in Yala 2003 under the

The National Convention of all the stakeholders of the
FSC project was held in 2003 to review the progress of the
project and to decide on the future course of action to

scheme. The amounts were higher than in the previous
cultivation year, where Rs,308 million was granted for Maha
and Rs.406 million for Yala. The favourable weather

promote the forward sales system in the country. The

TABLE 10.17

Pertormance of Selected Microfinance Institutions / Schemes : 2003 (a)
Funding

Institute / Programme Legal Status

Source

Governance System

Total
Membership /
Borrowers

Loans

Total loans

2003
)

31 .12 2003

granted granted as at
in

(Rs.mn
Samurdhi Authority
of Sri Lanka

2,018,096(b)

Department of
Agrarian Development

n.a

Samurdhi
Programmes

Samurdhi Authority of Sri Lanka Government and
Members'Savings
Act, No. 30 of 1995

Farmers'Banks

Agrarian Development
Act, No. 46 of 2000

Gemi Pubuduwa
Scheme

Banking Act, No 30 of

1988

Hatton National

Rural Banking
lnnovative
Project (RBIP)

Banking Act, No. 30 of

1988

People's Bank
and GTZ

Sarvodaya SEEDS

Companies Act, No. 17 ot 1982. Donor Funds, NDTF
and Members'Savings

SEEDS Guarantee

1988
Society Ordinance and

1,244(c\
Ceylon
Women Development n.a.

Government

and

Members'Savings

Bank

Kantha Ran Divi Maga Banking Act, No. 30 of

Bank of Ceylon

Janashakthi Banking
Societies

Donor Funds, NDTF

Hatton National
People's
and GTZ

Bank

Bank
Ltd.

Organisation (Regtstration and
Supervision) Act, No. 31 of 1980

2,186

11 ,393

362

1

340

2,000

3,420(c)

91

307

n.a.

1,250

6,757(e)

40,000(c)

Bank of

VoluntarySocialServices andMembers'Savings

(Rs.mn.)

122
432

,192(d)

1,077

Federation
- Hambantota

Co-operative Rural
Banks (CRBs)

Co-operative Societies
No. 5 of 1972

Law,

NDTF and
Members Savings

614,497(c)
Co-operative Dept.
& Multi-purpose Co-operative
Socities (MPCSS)

4,2Q6

Thrift and Credit
Co-operative
Societies (TCCSS)

Co-operative Societies
No. 5 of 1972

Law,

NDTF and
Members'Savings

SANASA

Federation

2,921

Small Farmers and
the Landless Credit

AdministrativeAgreementwith

RevolvingFunds

CBSL

89,189(b)

182

oBSL

46,s36(b)

207

n a.

n.a.

8,447

1

,110

GOSL by CBSL

Project (SFLCP)
Povery

Alleviation

Microfinance

Project

Administrative Agreement
GOSL by

CBSL

with

Donor Funds, GOSL,
JBIC and Bevolving Funds

291

(PAMP)

(a) Provisional
(b) Members

(c) Borrowers
(d) Cumulative from 1998 Maha
(e) Cumulative from 1998

242

Sources : Samurdhi Authority
Ministry of Agriculture
Women Develooment Federation
(Hambanlota)
Dept. of Co-operative Development

People's Bank
Bank of Ceylon
HNB

TCCS
SEEDS
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conditions that prevailed in agricultur-al areas during the year,
the substantial increase of cultivation loans granted in the
Eastern Province and the leduction of the interest rate on

indemnities paid by AAIB and CICL to affected policy
holders amounted to Rs.0.8 million and Rs.2.9 mrllion
respectively.

cultivation loans from l2 per cent to 8 per cent per annum
with effect from Yala 2003 were the main factors thar
contributed to the increase. A similar trend could be observed
in respect of loans granted for purchase of agricultural
produce directly from the farmers under the FSC System of

Microfinance Schemes
Various microfinance institutions, as given in the table below
continued to provide microfinance services that included
savings, credit and other financial services to assist the poor
and low-income persons fbr their economic empowerment.
Many institutions adopted the self-help groups approach in
reaching the poor effectively and minimising the cost of
providing such financial services, Social mobilisation of
target groups occupied high priority in their microfinancing
approaches, The organisation of microflnance clients into
village level, district level and national level networks
strengthened their capacity in obtaining financial services and
integration with wider markets for their products. The two
microfinance schemes implemented by the Central Bank of
Sri Lanka, namely the SFLCP and the PAMP, showed
considerable progress in the project distilcts during 2003. The

the NCRCS. The loans granted for purchase of paddy, maize,

soya, green gram and finger millet (kurakkan) showed
substantial increases. In Maha 200212003, the loans granted
under FSCS for purchase of paddy and other agricultural
crops amounted to Rs.292 million and in yala 2003 to Rs.466

million, compared to Rs.77 million and Rs.279 million
granted during the conesponding seasons in the previous
cultivation year, The government paid Rs.66 million to
lending banks as interest subsidy in respect of loans granted
under NCRCS in 2003. A sum of Rs.78 million was paid
under the scheme to lending banks as credit guarantee
indemnity against the cultivation loans defaulted durins 1994

-

1998.

first national convention of the national level ISURU
Federation was held in 2003. A major objective of the
Convention, and the trade fair that followed the convention,
was to bring the scattered small producers into a marketing

Crop Insurance Schemes
The Agricultural and Agrarian Insurance Board (AAIB)
continued to provide insurance cover for l4 selected crops,
livestock and post-harvest activities. Ceylinco Insurance
Company Limited (CICL) also provided insurance cover for
the same crops and livestock under their scheme. In 2003, the
AAIB added two more crops, namely, banana and ginger
under its crop insurance scheme. CICL implemented special

network among the member societies and to link them with
established buyers in the formal sector, while strengthening
the institutional structure of the project to ensure long-term
sustainability of the project,

National Development Trust Fund (NDTF)

insurance schemes, namely, the Post Harvest Crop Insurance

Scheme

for

The National Development Trust Fund (NDTF), formerly

paddy and the Ceylinco Seylan Govi
and health

known as the Janasaviya Trust Fund, is a non-profit

insurance cover tor crop credit customels.
The extent of paddy land insur-ed by the AAIB and CICL
in 2003, amounted to 8,400 hectares and 25,293 hectares,
respectively. The area covered by the AAIB has mor-e than
doubled, while the area insured by CICL increased by 5,601
hectares when compared to the area covered,in2002. The

organisation established in l99l under the Trust Ordinance.
Its main function is to implement a programme of microcredit for the poor segments of the society with a view to
alleviating poverty in the country. One of the major strengths
of the NDTF has been its ability to use NGOs as conduits to
grant loans to the poor without collateral,

Rakawaranaya, which offered special

life

TABLE 10.18
Performance of the National Devetopment Trust Fund (NDTF)

-

Microfinance Component
Rs. million

No. of POs

Partner Organisation (PO)

Disbursement of

Recovery of

Ref inance

Capital

Outstanding
Loan Balance

Recovery

Percentage

as at 31.12.2003 as at 31 .12.2003

148

Regional Development Banks (RDBs)
SANASA Development Bank
Other banks
Co-operative societies

131
15
66
11
44
32

Total

189

215

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

Thrifit & credit co-operative societies (TCCSs)

toJ

153

17

76

126

J4
I

39

1

7

103
17

117

231

1-7

118

69
25

118

132

36

ZJ

5
7

2

1

76
32
100
100
100

zl
356

79

Source : National Development Trust Fund
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Poverty focussed microfinance programmes which are

facilitated by the NDTF have adopted a participatory
approach to achieve the objective of poverty reduction by

.

forming small groups, increasing awareness

.

economically active segment of the community;
encouraging sustainable economic activities which

and

mobilising and transforming them into

.

will

an

improve the standard of living; and

building capacity of community-based volunteer
organrsatrons.

At present, more than 400,000 poor individuals

have

been covered under the programmes of the NDTF. The NDTF

operates through

a network of

some 209 Partner

Organisations comprising non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), RDBs, co-operative societies and commercial and
specialised banks spread throughout the country. The NDTF

is managed by a Board of Trustees representing

the

government and non-governmental organisations covering
micro-credit, gender, nutrition, academic research and human
resources.

The NDTF extends assistance to its registered Partner
Olganisations to undertake skills development programmes

among the poor with

a view to

developing their

creditworthiness in the long run. The NDTF will be able to
provide more funds for micro credit and capacity building of
Partner Organisations with the assistance of the funds made
available through donor agencies under two new projects to

The subject of RDBs, which was under the Ministry of
Finance, was brought under the Ministly of Rural Economy

with effect from 28 February 2003. The Ministry of Rural
Economy introduced several credit schemes such as
'Athamaru', 'Diriyalanda' and 'Gemira' to be implemented
through RDBs in order to diversify the microfinance services

offered by them. The Ministry has also intLoduced the
Production Specialised Villages Programme with a view to
enhancing the productive capacity of people in selected
villages that specialise in a particular product by using the
resources available in those villages. The cost of the
economic infrastructure development of these villages, as
identified under the programme, is to be borne by the Rural
Economic Resuscitation Trust Fund of the Ministry, while the
RDBs are expected to provide necessary microfinance
services in those villages.
A large segment of Iower and middle income groups live
in semi-urban and rural areas in the Colombo District, which
do not enjoy the facilities provided by the RDBs. In addition,
a considelable number of the urban poor and lower-middle
income earners living in urban areas are in need of banking
facilities for improvement of their economic activities. With
the objective of expanding bankin_e tacilities to these people,
the administrative district of Colombo was included in the
region of the Sabar-agamuwa Development Bank (SDB) with
effect from l5 September 2003, increasing the total number
of districts served by the RDBs to eighteen. The first branch

in the Colombo District was opened in Homagama in

be implemented in 2004, namely, the Rural Finance Sector
Development Project (RFSDP) and the Aquatic Resources

December 2003.

Development Ploject.

10.11 Other Financial Institutions

Under the RFSDP, the NDTF is responsible for
co-ordinating and monitoring the credit delivery system and

administrative functions associated

with

refinance

applications and loan disbursement requests by the PFIs. The
project will assist NDTF with capacity building, including

provision of training to the Partner Organisations and will
facilitate vulnerable communities access to micro credit
through group formation and community organisation. In
particular, vulnerable communities will be assisted by
implementing partner NGOs in identifying viable livelihood
activities in fisher ies, aquaculture, agricul ture, agro-forestry,
eco-tourism and a range of micro enterprise development
opportunities based on nontraditional activities. Business
advisory and technical support services in relation to

livelihood and micro-enterprise development
provided to potential borrowers.

will also be

Regional Development Banks (RDBs)
The Central Bank of Sri Lanka was initially the main
shareholder of the six RDBs with over 50 per cent of the rotal
issued share capital of each RDB. However, the Central Bank
subsequently reduced its shareholding of each RDB to 20 per'
cent by transferring the balance to the government.

244

Savings Institutions
The National Savings Bank (NSB) continued to of'fer new
products and expand its distribution network during the year,
in its endeavoul to maintain a competitive edge in the
industry, The bank became the first Sri Lankan bank to be
awarded SL AAA credit rating by a local credit rating
agency. It introduced a new deposit product titled 'Gaurawa'
for the benetlt of persons over 60 years of age to provide a
cushion to their purchasing power. The bank launched a new
lending scheme, 'Alankara Home Loan', to provide loans for
the modernisation of houses. Another service introduced by
the bank was the provision of a life insurance cover with a
ceiling of Rs.300,000, for all savings account holders
between l8 and 70 years of age, who maintain an average
balance of Rs.l0, 000 in their account for three months
immediately prior to death.
The bank has obtained the services of a consulting
agency for the purpose of connecting all the branches and
ATMs under its three year IT strategy. At end 2003, the bank
had a network of ll2 branches, with 39 branches providing
services during the weekends and one branch providing a
24-hour service.
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The deposit base of the bank increased to Rs.l6l billion
in 2003 fiom Rs.l35 billion tn2002, a growth rate of 19.2 per
cent. The total loans outstanding too increased fi'om Rs.26

monthly basis. In addition, a bill was drafted fbr the creation

of a Commission to register, regulate and supervise
superannuation tunds

billion at end 2002 to Rs. 3l billion at end 2003, with loans
over 5 years accounting for about 36 per cent of the total
outstanding loans. Total loans disbursed during the year
amounted to Rs.23 billion, of which the major share was

fund and the single lalgest investment fund in Sr-i Lanka,
increased due to the combined effect of an increase in the
contributing membership during the year and incteased

accounted for by loans to financial institutions and housing.

salaries and wages. The total investments of the EPF gLew by

In terms of size,91 per cent of loans disbursed during the
year f-ell into the category of loans above Rs,500,000. The
rate of interest charged by the bank on its loans ranged
between 5-20 per cent. The majority of loans ( 86 per cent)

l3.l

have been granted at rates between 8 - 12 per- cent. The
bank's investments were mainly in government securities (88
per cent) in addition to other forms of investments such as
debentures, flxed deposits and commercial paper,

Contractual Savings Institutions
The major contractual savings institutions are the provident

funds, which are designed to provide members with
superannuation benefits, other than insurance companies,
There were four state controlled provident funds, yiz.,
Employees Provident Fund (EPF), Employees' Trust Fund

(ETF), Public Selvice Provident Fund (PSPF) and
Contributoly Pension Fund (CPF) and around lg0 other
approved private provident funds operating at end 2003, with
the EPF accounting for the major share of resources. In 2002,

the government intloduced a contlibutory pension fund for
new entrants to the public service with a view to creating a
sustainable pension scheme for employees who join the
Public Service, Local Government Selvice and Provincial

Public Service on or after 01 January 2003. In 2003,
legislatton was amended to provide provident fund benefits to
persons holding non pensionable posts in the government
service, to cover all employees who are paid other than on a

The total contribution to the EPF, the largest provident

per cent to Rs.320 billion ar end 2003 trom Rs.283
billion at end 2002. The share of investments in government
securities has increased from 97.5 per cent at end 2002 to
98.3 per cent at end 2003, as a result of the maturing of
investments in corporate debt papers, lack of new cor-porate
debt issues, and diversification of investments into long terms
in order to reduce maturity
mismatches. A substantial increase in capital gains resulting
from a booming share market and a declining interest rate
legime during the year enabled the EPF to lecord a rise in the
realised annual average return on its investment portfblio to
assets (primarily Treasury bonds)

13.11 per cent in 2003 from 13.61 per cent in 2002. The total
net assets of the EPF increased by 14.5 per cent trom Rs,296

billion at end 2002 to Rs.339 billion ar end 2003.
The ETF, which is an employer contributory fund, too
recorded an expansion. The total contributions to the ETF
rose to Rs.3.7 billion in 2003 from Rs.3.5 billion in 2002,
reflecting both an increase in the number of contributors and
a general rise in wage levels during the year. The total
refunds made during the year amounted to Rs.3.l billion as
against Rs.2.5 billion in 2002. Meanwhile, the outstanding
balances of around 5 million members in the fund rose to

billion at end 2003 fiom Rs.40 billion at end 2002.The
total investment portfolio of about Rs.44 billion consisted of
government secufities (89 per cent) and other investments
including equities, debentures and bank deposits. The share
Rs.45

of government securities in the investment portfolio

Chart 10.7
Employees' Provident Fund
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increased by about 9 per cent over the previous year, possibly
due to protit taking by sale of equity holdings towards the end

Reflecting the conducive environment for investment
following the improved business confidence and reduction in

of the year and the lack of long-term financial instruments

lending rates, the total loans approved by these institutions in
respect of agriculture, industry, tourism, housing, finance and

other than Treasury bonds, which are suited for the liability
structure of the Fund.
The coverage of the Public Service Provident Fund
(PSPF), operated by the state, was extended to all
non-pensionable employees of the government, whether paid
monthly or otherwise. At end 2003, there were approximately
166,036 members with an estimated active membership base
of around 50,000, the majority of whom belong to the
Reserve Police Service. The number of new entrants to the
Fund during the year was 1,562. The total assets of the Fund
stood at Rs,9.3 billion at end 2003, from Rs.8.l billion at end
2002. The total contributions received during the year,
consisting of Rs.l69 million from government and Rs.244
million from members, amounted to Rs.4l3 million, while
the total refunds made during the same period stood at Rs.l44

million.
The private sector provident funds (PPF), numbering
about 190, had a membership base of around 143,000 as at
the year end. The total assets of the fund increased to Rs.85

billion at end 2003 fiom Rs,80 billion at end 2003.

EPF
ETF
PSPF
PPF

Total

14,585
9,378
4,900

426
297

EPF
ETF
PSPF
PPF

41

Investments

During the year (Rs. billion)
Total contributions
Total refunds

industry, finance, housing and infiastructure sectors.
The share of long-term loans in the total outstanding
loans recorded an increase from 30 per cent at end 2002 to
39 pel cent at end 2003, possibly as a result of borrowers'
attempts to lock into the lower long-term lending lates that

prevailed duling the year. In terms of the maturity
distribution, the shares of short-term (less than one year),
medium term (between l-5 years) and long-term loans
(above 5 years) in the total loan portfolio at end 2003, were
per cent and 39 per cent, respectively.

large enterprises as well as the SMI sector, showed positive
growth in both loans approved and loans disbursed with
almost a two-fold growth in loans approved. The weighted
average lending rates of DFIs decreased from a range of
l3-16 per cent in2002 to l2-13 per cent in 2003, in line with
the downward movement in general interest rates in the
country. The share of loans granted by the DFIs at interest
lates below 12 per cent was about 53 per cent of all loans in
2003 in comparison to 28 per cent in 2002.
A major constraint faced by DFIs is the decline in the

14,934

9,725
4,900
166
'143

480
339
46

8

I

80
404

85
453

28

29
ZJ

18

concessional long-term financing trom multilateral agencies.
In recognition of the diftjculties faced by DFIs, the original
single product development bank model is being changed by

allowing DFIs to expand their product range through

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lar

Long-Term Lending Institutions
The operations of the long-term institutions showed

a

signiticant improvement both in terms of loan approvals and
loans granted during the year. The institutions considered
under this category are selected Licensed Specialised Banks
(8), i.e., DFCC Bank, National Development Bank (NDB),
State Mortgage and Investment Bank (SMIB), National
Savings Bank (NSB), HDFC Bank and three private savings

and development banks and the National Housing
Development Authority (NHDA) which is a non-bank
specialised institution established to promote housing.
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to Rs.39 billion at end 2003. Although all the major sectors
showed positive credit growth, the bulk of the inctease
(88 per cent) in loans approved was accounted for by

DFCC Bank and NDB, which grant a major share of loans for

As at
As at
End - 2002 End - 2003

166
141

Total assets (Bs. billion)

disbursed out of loans approved in both current and ptevious
billion at end 2002

years increased by 38 per cent from Rs.28

The two Development Finance Institutions (DFIs),

TABLE 10.19

Total number ol member accounts ('000)

end 2003 from Rs.32.4 billion. The two key institutions in
this category viz., DFCC Bank and NDB, contributed 73 per
cent of the increase in loans approved, The total loans

l9 per cent,42

Provident Funds: Selected Indicators
Iem

commerce sectors, grew by 55 per cent to Rs.50.4 billion at

diversification and consolidation. This would plovide the
DFIs not only with adequate flexibility in securing sources of
funds for project lending but also diversity in income which
would enhance their risk management ability.

The loans approved for the housing sector by all
institutions during the year grew by about 27 per cent and
amounted to Rs.7.8 billion, while loans approved by the four
housing institutions increased by 25 per cent to Rs.4.8 billion.

The lending rates among the four housing institutions also
saw a downward adjustment during the year. The weighted
average lending rates among these institutions ranged
between ll-15 per cent in 2003 as compared to l3-17 per
cent in 2002.
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Box 20

Need for Developing Housing
,

Fin ncing in sri Lanka
The major change that the secondary market brings to

housing financing is by the 'unbundling' of four major

of

aspects

housing

finance:
as
oper-ation

aCcepting various risks [such
risk, interest r'ate risk,

ion, funding,
credit (defauli)
liquidity risk],

and servicing, While mor-tgage lenders deal wtth
origination and servicing, investors provide I'unding and
share risks. secondary market institutions absorb most of
the risks. Unbundling, however,
-Eives rise to a new
problem, the piincipal.agenl probiem, where an originator
could be la,x in checking creditworthiness of a bonower,
since he will pass on the cr-edit risk to the secondarv
market players' Nevertheless, secondary maiket housin!
financing institutions have been very profitable in the US

in other countries.
Sri I.anka has a conducive macroenvironment and
well-developed institutional inf'astructure to under-take
the function of granting Ioans for housing purposes.
as ',vell as

The housing linance process begins with a borrower
contacting'a morigage lender fbr financing the purchase 0r

However, in view of the drffrculties those instltutions face
in securing long-term funding, and the extent of economic
activities hindered by these difflculties, there is a clear

construction of a house. The lende' ur.r eith.r deposit
funds oL bonowed funds to gr-ant the loan with proper,y ,,,

need

for

esqablishing institutions specialised in

securitisation, i.'e., special purpose vehicles (SpVs), Their

role would be to make mortgage funds available to
institutions in Sri Lanka Uy Oeu"elJping mor.tgage-backed
securities and by selling them to the public, by linking
capital markets to the morrgage marke[, and bringing the

ng secondarv

..Y

,.

ess the

:

lender ,,

, and acquires
The phenomenaf growth in housing financing

in

:

benefits of the secondary mortgage market to develop the
bond market in Sri Lanka.

': The succe$s of ths5. SpVs would depend on
strengthening land ownership rights, strengthenin_a
prinoiples f or- valuing properties: backed by tr,ained
personnel, strengthening foreclosure laws enabling
mortgage ienders to realise their mortgage coilateral anJ

taking steps to recover their debt within a reasonable
period, establishing genel,ally accepted and properly

adhered

to

underwriting standar.ds, and further

strengthening prudential legulation of banks. While those
are being addressed, esrablishment ol'SpVs will play a

catalytic role in developing housing financing and capital
markets in Sri Lanka.
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TABLE 10.20

Purposewise Classification of Loans Approved by
Long-Term Credit lnstitutions
Rs. million
Total

HFls (b)

LSBs(a)
Purpose

2002 2003(c) 2002 2003(c)
Agriculture
Industry
Tourism
Commercial
Financial
Housing
Redemption of
debt
Other loans

1

048

't,320
9,350
249
4,053
8,970

0
0
0
0
0

U

6,921

1,720

924

14
zJl

0

10,850 18,425
30,493 49,463

1,965

924

26,197 38,019

1,576

488

6,939

162

2,s80
4,370
4,476

68

174

Total (approved)
during the

year
(d)

Loans granted

Total loans granted
as a percentage of
total loans approved

86

0

2002 2003(c)
1,048
6,939
162
2,580
4,370
6 196
82

1,320
9,350
249
4,053
8,970
7,845

174

,081

18,425

32,458
27,773

50,387

11

38,507

77

Source . Central Bank of Sri Lanka.

(a) Selected Licensed Specialised Banks excluding Regional
Development Banks.

(b) National Housing Development Authority is included under
Non-bank housing financial institutions.

Housing Development Finance Corporation of Sri Lanka was
registered as a licensed specialised bank during 2003. Hence it has
now been included under LSBs

deposits, as well as the high risk profile of their borrowers,
were some of the reasons cited by finance companies fbr their

inability to reduce lending rates further.
The increase in the assets of finance companies was
mainly funded by deposit mobilisation, accounting fbr around
two-thirds of the total sources of funds. Total deposits
mobilised by finance companies grew by l8 per cent in 2003
over the previous year. The decline in intelest on government
securities and commercial bank deposits continued to attract
deposits to tlnance companies, Capital funds grew by alound
l7 per cent and accounted for around l3 per cent of the
sources of funds. The most significant growth was in the area
of borrowings fiom commercial banks. Finance companies
have been seeking to diversify their funding sources and
reduce the mismatch between their lending and deposit bases.
Some companies have obtained medium-term loans flom
commercial banks by moltgaging their lease receivables.
Although finance companies have the potential to engage in

of

their leasing portfolio, there are
impediments, which are currently being addressed thrcugh a
securitisation

proposed amendment to the Finance Leasing Act. Debt
securities would be another- source of funding for finance
companies in the future. One finance company has already
obtained a credit rating and, given the proposal in Budget

(c) Provisional.
(d) Includes loans approved in previous years and disbursed during

TABLE 10.21

the period under review.

Assets and Liabilities of
Registered Finance Companies (a)
Rs. million

Finance companies
Finance companies continue to play an impoltant role as
financial intermediaries, particularly to a segment of the
market which has difficulties in accessing funds from the
commercial banks. The activities of finance companies grew
in 2003 as evidenced by the increase in their mobilisation of
deposits and in the provision of advances. In 2003, the total
assets of finance companies rose by 20 per cent (Rs.9 billion)
over the previous year. This growth was mainly in the areas

As at
31 Dec

2002

1.

2.
3.

and advances, leasing operations accounted for around

5.

two-thilds of the entire loans and advances granted by tinance
companies, glowing by 2I per cent (Rs.3.7 billion) in 2003.
Leasing facilities were mlinly provided to the passenger and
goods transportation sector. Although the real estate business
did not see any significant growth in 2003, it was the second
lalgest sectol serviced by finance companies, The increase in
hire purchase activity that took off in mid2002 with the tax

6,

advantage afforded by the introduction of the VAT,
continued in 2003, recording a growth of 56 per cent (Rs.l.2
billion). The lending rates of finance companies declined in
2003, reflecting the fall in other market rates, although they
continued to remain high. The high cost of funds of finance
companies due to the relatively high interest rates paid on
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Loans & advances
'1
Hire purchase
1,2 Leasing
1
Real estate
Equity and other
inveslments
Treasury bills
Cash and bank
balances
Fixed assets
Other assets

30,479

Total

44,910

1

3

4.

assets.

As at
30 Jun
2003

As
30

at

As at

Sep 31 Dec
2003 2003(b)

Assets

In the case of loans

of loans and advances and fixed

at
Mar
2003

As
31

32,239
2,349
18,421
4,947

2j29

17,419

4,274

881 35,396 s7J25
2,623 2,989 3,321

33

19,424 20,323

21,150
4,395

4,555 4,260

2,120
4,146

2,049
4,1 90

2,205 2,446 2;440
4,396 4,186 : 3,939

1,015
3,s80
3 571

1,18s
3,727
3,464

1,235 1,591
4,066 4,531
3,751 4,003

46

854 49,534 52,152

2,057

4,784
3,636

53,980

Libilities
'I

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6,

Capital account
Fixed deposits
Certificate of deposits
Borrowings
Provisions
Other liabilities

6,173

27J53

6,232
28,486
1,492
2,788
2,460

1,474
2,780
2,208
5,123 5,395

6,577 6,859
30,127 31,565

1,402 1,362
2,900 3,591
2 655 2,924
5,873 5,852 5,815

44,910 46,854 49,534 52,152

Total

7,205
32,608
1,285
4,067
3,000

53,980

No. ol finance companies
Source : Finance Comoanies

(a)
(b)

Unaudited
Provisional
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2003 that requires any leasing company that raises funds by
the issuance of debt instruments to obtain a rating by

Leasing Companies
There were 56 finance leasing establishments registered with

0l

January 2005, more finance companies could be expected
to do so in the future.

the Central Bank at end 2003, consisting of commercial
banks, specialised banks, finance companies and other

As a means of reducing risk and strengthening the

specialised leasing companies. A surge in reasing activities
was recorded during the year as reflected in the growth in

balance sheets of finance companies, the centr.al Bank
required finance companies to maintain a risk weighted
capital adequacy ratio of

l0

both total assets and the leasing portfblio.
The number of institutions engaged in Ieasing, excluding
the categories of banks, finance companies and merchant
banks, increased to
in 2003 from l0 in 2002, The total

per cent, with a minimum core

capital ratio of 5 per cent. They were also required to
maintain caprtal funds at a level not less than l0 per cent of
their deposit liabilities. companies have been given two years
within which to comply with these directions.

ll

of these institutions grew by 43 per cent from Rs.l6.6
billion in2002 to Rs.23.7 billion in 2003, whire the rotal lease
assets

portfolio recorded a substantial growth of 49 per cent over the
pervious year. Leasing facilities granted for commer-cial and
passenger vehicles continued to account for about 75 per cent
of total leases, though lecording a decrease over the previous

10.12 Specialised Financial Institutions

Merchant Banking
The broad-based recovery in economic activity has benefited
the merchant banking industry as ref-lected by the growth of
total assets and profits during the year. The total assets grew
by 4 per cent and stood at Rs.22 billion at enrd 2003 as against
billion at end 2002.In line with the improvement in the
total income fol the year by 54 per cent fiom Rs.2.0 billion in
Rs.21

2002 to Rs.3.0 billion in 2003, the profitabiliry of the industry
increased to Rs.84 million in 2003 from a loss of Rs.723

million. The reduction in losses in one fir.m and the increase
in capital gains received from debt securities were the main
contributory factors for the improvement in the plofitabiliry.
Interest income from loans and debt securities, capital gains,

dividend income and income from leasing were the main
sources of income fbr the industry. The number of merchant
banks decreased to l r in 2003 following a company moving
out of merchant bankine activities.

year. Sector-wise, trade, transportation and services
accounted for 73 per cent of leases granted, with the trade
sector receiving the highest share of 33 per cent. The interest
rates charged by individual firms in the industry decreased
from about 18 - 30 per cent in2002 to about 12
-30 per cent
in 2003, Bank borrowings. Iease securitisation, issue of
debentures and commercial paper are the most tiequently
used sources of financing of firms in the industry. With a
view to diversify funding sources, Lanka Orix Leasing
Company (LOLC) took measures in 2003 to obtain a dollar
denominated Ioan from a foreign source and issued a 'Bull
and Bear commercial Paper' linked to a stock market index,
The total leasing facilities provided by commercial banks,
specialised banks, flnance companies and speciarised leasing

tirms during the year amounted to about Rs.54 billion.
Some of the constraints faced by the industry are the
higher cost of funds incurred by non-bank leasing firms
relative to bank affiliated firms and legar impediments to

securitisation
Progress of Activities of Merchant Banks
Rs. million
2002
Earned income on leasing
lnterest on discounting trade bills
Financial and marketing consultancy services
Insurance commissions
Interest on margin trading
Profit / loss on investment in shares
Interest on Treasury bills
Interest on loans
Dividends
Other income

Totalincome
Pre lax profits/loss
Total assets (end period)

(a)

696

169

151

7
13
177

223
zoz
68
406
2,009
-723
21 ,166
12

No. of merchant banks

2003 (b)

609
77
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TABLE 10.23

Specialised Leasing Companies
Sector-wise Classification of Leasing Facilities
Rs. million

otv
285

2003 (a)

470

o/6

't.

3,062
84

z.

22,023

4.

11

6.
'7
t-

.t.
5.

Industry
Agriculture
Trade
Transportation
Construction
Services
Others
Tolal

(a) Provisional

-

2OO3

leases through assignment. The

has made non bank leasing firms heavily dependent on
commercial banks foL their funding. This has resulted in the

120
13

(a) 2002 data have been revised Source: Central Bank of
Sri Lanka

according to latest information
received from Merchant Banks
(b) Provisional

of

underdeveloped nature of corporate debt market and the non
avarlability of securitisation options due to legal constraints

TABLE 10.22

874
cJo

1,291

3,553

4,881

2,410
340

2,834
502

1,774
568

3,018
1;614

10,053

14,672

532

Sources : Specialised Leasing Companies
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maturity mismatches in asset and liabilities of these firms and
higher cost of tunds for these institutions.

Venture Capital Companies
Funding by Venture Capital Companies, which are engaged
in providing capital to high risk innovative projects has not
reversed its decline in 2003, despite fiscal incentives such as
a 5 year tax holiday for new firms and partial exemption from
income tax, granted by the Budget for 2003. Both the total
equity participation and total assets of the industry recorded a
drop of about 13 and 38 per cent respectively, with hardly any
new projects being funded during the year, Some of the
factors that have been identified as hindering the industry are
the small average size of new projects, higher failure rates in
small and medium scale industry sector, difficulties for exit
and some sector specific factors. Even in IT related sectors,
there are a number of issues such as the firms' staying power
- i.e., ability to get orders on a sustainable basis, size of the
domestic market, foreign competition and manpower, which
affects the success of projects.

about 81 per cent of the total assets. The branch network
increased from 462 in 2002 to 480 in 2003. Although many
companies recorded an increase in profits over the previous
year, the industry profit for the year was affected negatively
by a lower level of protits in the dominant company.
A positive growth perfbrmance was evident in all classes
of insurance, i.e.,life, motor, accident, marine and fire. The
total value of life assurance funds stood at Rs.42.7 billton, a
glowth of 20 per cent over the previous year. Meanwhile, the
total premia collected and sums insured in respect of neiv life
business grew by 26 per cent The total number of new
policies amounted to 269,000. The total benefit payments
under endowment, death and disability, surrender and other,
increased by 52 per ceni to Rs.3.6 billion in 2003. The net
premia for policies in force in the general insurance category,

which cover all categories of insurance excluding life,
increased by 29 per cent in 2003. Of all non life insurance sub
sectors, the general and motor insurance sectors account for
about 90 per cent of the total premium collected.
The average life insurance penetration (premium as a

of gross domestic product) increased from 0.5 per
cent in 2002 to 0.6 per cent in 2003, while the total average

The total number of venture capital companies
decreased to six as a result of one firm moving out of the

percentage

venture capital industry. The total asset base of the venture
capital ftrms declined to Rs.1,490 million at end 2003 from
Rs.2,395 million at end 2002, while the equity participation
in projects too declined from Rs.1,081 million to Rs.940
million during the same period, The total number of projects
financed dropped to 699 at end 2003 from 705 at end2002.

insurance penetration too showed a similar trend by

Insurance Companies
Two new firms, Life Insurance Corporation (Lanka) Ltd., and
All Lanka Mutual Organisation Ltd., entered the insurance
industry duling the year, bringing the total number of firms in
the industry to 13 at end 2003 from l1 at end 2002. Of the
l3 companies, two are engaged in life insurance and the other
companies are engaged in both life as well as general
insurance. A significant event during the period under review
was the divestiture of a 90 per cent stake in the Sri Lanka
Insurance Corporation Ltd., (SLIC) by the government in
April 2003 for a sum of Rs.6,050 million to a consortium led
by Distilleries Company of Sri Lanka Ltd. and Aitken Spence
& Co. Ltd. ING Inc, an insurance company with a global
presence, is the technical partner for both life and non-life
insurance activity, in addition to providing management
support. With the privatisation of SLIC, the government has
almost entirely moved out of direct involvement in the
insurance industry. The government had owned close to 68
per cent of the total assets of the insurance industry prior to
the divestment of SLIC in 2003.
The performance of the insurance industry improved in
terms of asset growth, total premium collected, new policies
written, branch expansion etc, The total asset base of the
industry grew by l0 per cent from Rs.55 billion at end 2002
to Rs.6l billion at end 2003, with two firms accountin.q for
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increasing fiom 1.3 per cent to 1.4 per cent during the same
period. Insurance penetration is low in Sri Lanka, indicating
the potential for expansion in the industry. The average life
and total insurance penetration respectively are 2.2 per cent
and 3.6 per cent for emerging countries and 5.4 per cent and
8,4 per cent for industrialised countries. Meanwhile, the
insurance density (per capita premium ) increased to Rs,1,240

(12.1 US dollars) during the year from Rs.1,050
(10.9 US dollars) in2002.
The strategy being adopted by some new companies of

marketing small value policies at a lower premium would
facilitate the spread of the concept of long-term insurance at
the grass roots level, by making insurance atfordable to them
and hence improve the level of insurance penetration in the
country.

10.13 Financial Markets
Money and Foreign Exchange Markets
Money and foreign exchange markets remained liquid
through most of 2003. The Central Bank's purchase of
foreign exchange to build up its ottrcial reserves increased
rupee liquidity. In order to maintain reserve money at the
targeted level, the excess liquidity was continuously absorbed

through the OMO of the Central Bank. Due to the excess
liquidity in the system and a better distribution among banks,
trading volumes in the call market declined. Interest rates at
the short end of the money market followed the changes in
the Central Bank's policy rates, declining gradually through
the year and remaining close to the lower bound of the
interest rate corridor (i.e., the Repo rate) formed by the
Central Bank's two policy rates.
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In the government securities market, the lower domestic

borrowing requirement of the government and the excess
liquidity in the system saw the primary auctions being
heavily oversubscribed. This, together with the r-eduction in
policy rates and decline in inflation expectation, shifted down
the government securities yield curve.
The inflow of fbreign exchange through remittances,
higher earnings fiom tourism and port activity and the lower

trade deficit, as well as higher capital inflows, kept the
fo'eign exchange market
liquid, increasing trading
'elatively
activity and stabilising the
rupee vis-d-vis the uS dollar.
Although the money market and the foreign exchange market
remained relatively liquid and stable throughout 2003, a
brief
period of volatility was witnessed towards the end of the year
reflecting negative market sentrments caused by political
events.

A significant milestone in the reform of the payments
system was the introduction

of a Rear Time Gross settlement
(RTGS) system by the centrar Bank. The RTGS sysrem
will
facilitate lalge value fund transf'ers and settlement in real time
rather than at the end of the day as was done previously. It is
expected to boost activity in the money market. This is
an

important development in the payments system as it reduces
settlement risk and enhances the stability and reliability of the
payments system. The central Bank has also taken
steps to
introduce a scripless securities and Settlement (sSS) system
in early 2004- This is also expected to encourage activity in
the money market and the secondary market for government
securities.

Inter Bank Call Money Market
The money market continued to remain liquid during 2003.
The excess liquidity in the system reduced the volumes tr-aded

in the inter bank market. The average daily votumes in

the

call market in 2003 decreased by around 27 per cent to
Rs.936 million, from a year ago, The call market rate
continued to fall, in line with the reductions in the central
Bank's policy rates, declining from 10.39 per cent at end
December,2002 to 7.59 per cent at end December ,2003.
Intloduction of a more active open market operations system
in March 2003 encouraged banks to manage their liquidity
more effectively and helped to reduce the volatility in the call
money market,

Primary Treasury Bitt Market
The lower borrowing requirement of the govemment and the
excess liquidity in the market saw the primary auctions of
government securities heavily oversubscribed. These factors,
together with the gradual reduction in policy rates and lower
inflationary expectations, caused the yields on gover-nment
securities across all maturities to fall, until the latter part of

the year, when yields began to rise marginally, as

2002. of these issues in 2003, Rs.313.4 biilion were reissues.
while the rest (Rs.29.5 billion) were new issues. A portion of
the new issues were used to settle the dollar denominated sri
Lanka Developments Bonds (sLDBs). The majority of bills
issued were in the category of 364-day bills (42 per cent of
total bills issued) and 9l-day bills (36 per cent of total bills
issued). The central Bank's purchases of rreasury bills trom
the primary market declined significantly during the fir-st
three quarters of 2003, although some of the bills at the last

TABLE 10.24
Money Market Operations : 2001 - 2003
Call Money Market
Tolal
Lending/
BorrowIngs

Primary Treasury Bill Market
Tolal
OulstandIng

Amounl Cenlral

lssued

Commcial
Banks

Bank

Bs. million

Secondary Market (Central Bank)

Amounl Accepted (purchases)

Treasury

Bill

Re-purchase (Repo)

Others Total Dis- Rediscounl counl

Sales

Matunry

(Sales) (Purch.)

Reverse Repo
Treasury Bill
Purch

Treasury Bond

Matu.

2001

lst Qtr
2nd Qtr
3rd Otr
4th Qtr

s10,734

134,995
150,420
160,420
170,995

46,207
64.221
61 ,289
76,295

417,684

174,245

70,831

294,051
263,931
427,901

2002
1st Otr
2nd Qtr
3rd Qtr
4th elr
2003
1st Qtr
2nd Qtr
3rd Qtr
4th Qtr

319,288

275,764
263,457
253,086
250,010

233,449
199,220

1,180
38,643
35,470
44,238

26,800
15,457
15,882
15,763

18,227
10,12',t

9,937

46,207
64,221
61,289

16,294 76,29s

2,808 596

8,427 9,010
4,009 - 10,228 9,969
7 ,924 126 13,408 13,648
6,947 42 23,428 21,689

6,998 36,614 27,219 70,931 19,151 938 252,649 253,545
201,995 102,299 21,900 50,648 29,751 't02,299 16/U 87
80,418 78,287
206,295 90.84s 29,050 37,702 24,094 90,846 7,997 104 310,310
307,984
210,99s 78,698 35,900 30,988 11,810 78,698 2,839
- 432,719 427.752

210,995 75,298
201,795 84,870
201,295 90,144
219,29s 92.53s

8,948
7

'8:6

32,556

46,182 20,168 75,298
22,643 84,870

54,351
57,427
43,864

32,717

16,1't5

90,144
92,535

672
z Jo5

-

666,684
s95,458
744,155
438,223

144,251 142,406 1,714,557 1,711,451

10't,449 104,271

15,552

964

15,721

300
3,844
170
52

669,1 19
588,266

50

746,438

:*_

430,827

1,492,124 1,502,694
993,363 1,000,058

,190

s18,149

106
4,038
170

121,367

1

52

331 ,s43

28,291

25,601
125,5s7

urg

ur:

50

7,340

7 340

Source: Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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of the uncertainty in the market. The decline in
yields on Treasury bills was 325 basis points on 364_day
Treasury bills and 281 basis points on 9l,day Treasury bills.
The total value of bills sold by the government in 2003
amounted to Rs.342.8 billion, almost the same amount as rn
consequence
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few auctions in the year were taken up by the Central Bank to
meet the expected seasonal demand for liquidity. Total
Treasury bills purchased by the Central Bank in 2003
amounted to Rs.49 billion, significantly lower than the
purchases in2002 (Rs.94 billion). The Central Bank also used
its stock of Treasury bills for OMO. The net effect of these
transactions was that the holdings of government paper by the
Central Bank declined by Rs.29 billion to Rs I I billion at end
2003.

Central Bank Repo and Reverse Repo Market
The continuous excess liquidity in the market resulted in the
Central Bank conducting mainly repurchase transactions to
absorb the excess. Total repo transactions increased to
Rs.2,445 billion in 2003 from Rs.1,076 billion in 2002. The

securities issued in 2003 amounted to Rs.5 billion. The
maturity period of these securities was 9l days or less, given
that the Central Bank usually operate at the short end of the
market. Consequently, by end 2003, all Central Bank
securities had been repaid.

Commercial Paper
Commercial paper which is another avenue for short-term
borrowing by large corporates continued to provide investors
with alteLnative investment opportunity. However, the issues
of commercial paper declined significantly in 2003, reflecting

higher liquidity in the market and the increasing
competitiveness in bank lending rates. Total issues of
commercial paper declined by over 50 per cent in 2003 to
Rs.l l.l billion. The majority of commercial paper were

facility was mainly on an overnight basis although
a f'ew repos with longer maturities were conducted through
direct deals in order to absorb liquidity on a more long-term

supported by commercial banks.

basis. Reverse repurchase transactions were conducted on a
few days during the year when market liquidity was short,

Large foreign exchange inflows from worker remittances,
earnings from tourism and higher capital inflows provided

repurchase

The total volume of reverse repurchase transactions
amounted to Rs.7.3 billion, significantly lower than in 2002

(Rs.l54 billion).

Secondary Market for Government Securities
A significant rise in volumes traded has been observed in
2003 with the interest rates declining and a growing
popularity of secondary trading in government securities. The
Iargest increase has been in repos, which have increased by
over 60 per cent to Rs.1,058 million, as indicated by returns

submitted by primary dealers on secondary market
transactions, where the primary dealer is one party to the
transaction . There was a gradual decline in yield rates in the
secondary market across all maturities, reflecting the trend in
the primary market.
During the year, several measures were taken to deepen

market activity. A Bloomberg Bond Trading System was
commenced, where the Primary Dealers (PDs) could make
two-way quotes, which would improve the transparency of

trading. The CBSL and PDs conducted several investor
awareness programmes. In addition, measures were also
taken to reduce the number of series of Treasury bond issues'
This is expected to increase the liquidity of the issues and
facilitate benchmarking. The trading in the secondary market
is expected to further improve with the introduction of a
Scripless Securities Settlement (SSS) System and the
implementation of a trading platform for government
securities at the Colombo Stock Exchange in early 2004'

Central Bank Securities
state of the market and the signiticant

Given the highly liquid
decline in the Central Bank's stock of govemment paper, the
Central Bank issued its own securities in September, 2003 to
mop up excess liquidity. The total value of Central Bank
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Foreign Exchange Market

the

liquidity needed to stimulate the foreign exchange market'

The higher inflow of foreign exchange enabled the Central
Bank to purchase around US dollars 375 million during the
year to enhance its foreign exchange reserves. Greater
activity was also witnessed in the foreign exchange market
with trading volumes in the inter bank market increasing by
around 44per cent over the volumes in 2002 to US dollars 3.6
billion in 2003. The turnover increased to an average of US
dollars 304 million per month in 2003 from US dollars 212
million in2002. The introduction of the US dollar clearing
facility at LankaClear (Pvt) Ltd., has increased the etficiency

and reduced the cost of clearing cheques and drafts
denominated in US dollars. With a view to further deepening
the foreign exchange market the net open position of banks
was raised to 20 per cent of capital and reserve tunds fiom the

current I5 per cent for banks with the required capital
adequacy ratio. A significant development in 2003 was the
rise in forward transactions by over 48 per cent to US dollars
1,401 million. Reflecting the stability in the market and

market developments, there was a shift towards forward
contracts of longer maturity and a decline in folward plemia.

Capital Market
Stock Market
The upward trend in market activity at the Colombo Stock
Exchange (CSE) seen since the last quarter of 2001 continued
in 2003, with performance improving further during the year.
Both primaty and secondary market activity picked up during
the year, with key malket indicators reaching record levels by

October. Foreign investors were net buyers at the Colombo
Stock Exchange for the second consecutive year in 2003,
despite a large tbreign sale involving strategic purchases by a
domestic corporate, amounting to nearly Rs.4 billion in
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September. corporate profits, which increased in
2002,
improved further in2003 and were a principar contributory

September. on 23 october, the All share price Index of the
CSE closed at I ,423.5, its highest level so far, while the
Milanka Price Index closed at2,594.2, its highest level so far,

factor to the improve ment in share market activity, The
continued stability on the political front, followins the

on

cessation of hostilities in 2002, was a key factor that
imp-acted

3I

October,

However, a reversal of these tr.ends was seen from
around the flrst week of November, mainly due to market
uncertainty as a result of political developments. The
ploposed capital gains tax on stock market transactions in the

positively on the market, while the f'avourable trends in
key
economic variables such as GDp growth, interest rates,
inflation and the exchange rate, also contributed to the
lmprovement in market activity. A tax amnesty granted
by

the government, which was effective tilr August, may have
been another contributory factor to the incieased
market
activity during 2003.

Earlier in the year, however, a downturn in market
activity was seen around March, due to fears of the war

leve ls,

against Iraq negatively impacting upon sri Lanka's exports,
and inward private remittances, and therefore the exchange

With respect to market developments, the CSE opened
its second branch in Kandy on 4 June 2003. Another positive
development towards the end of the year was that the cSE
reduced transaction fees applicable to secondary market
equrty transactrons with effect from I December 2003. The

rate. Market activity picked up thereafier. progress in
the
government's privatisation programme, namely, the
divestiture of Sri Lanka Insurance corporation in April,
was

f'ee applicable

fiom

TABLE 10,25
Share Market Indicators

over Rs,I million was reduced from L l5 per cent to 1.025 per
cent. In December 2003, meanwhile, the csE announced that
rt would publish a total return index series in addition to the
price indices, from 2004. Accordingly, the Alr Share price
Index, the Milanka Plice Index and the sector indices would

2001

1. Market capitalisation (Rs.bn.)

(a)

tt+

2. Value of shares traded (Rs. mn.)
3. No. of shares traded (mn )
4. Price earnings ratio

5
6.

13,90s
747

rs/offers for saje (No
hases (US $ mn.i

AllShare Price Index (t9BS=100)
Milanka Price Index (1989=1 ,000)

(a) End of the vear

63

263

30,183 73,657

1,220
121

2,2s5
11.1

be published daily based on both price changes and total

2.4

i.e., price changes and dividend income, commencins
'eturns,
02 January 2004.

tr,A

)

7.

1

-1 1.0
62.1

0

2s.0
8151

to transactions up to Rs.I million was reduced
to L225 per cent and the fee for transactions

1.4 per cent

.1,062.1

1,031.0 1,374.6 1;897.8

Primary Market

Source : Colombo Stock Exchange

cited by market analysts as a contributo'y factor to the
positive turn in market sentiment, During the seven months
from April, there was a marked improvement in key market

rndicators. while daily turnover crossed the Rs.l billion
mark
on several occasions during this period, the highest ever
turnover for a month (Rs.16.5 biilion) was recorded for

capitalisation of the cSE by Rs.27 biilion ro Rs.l9g billion on
l4 January. while severar companies raised capital on the
csE in 2003, the total raised during the year by way of initial

TABLE 10.26
Shares Offered by Companies during 2OO3 (a)
Name of Company

1. Commercial Bank of Ceylon
(Preference Shares)

2

Ceylon Leather products

List opened
for Subs-

No. of

Par

Premium

Shares

Value

(Rs

cription

('000)

(Rs.)

Ltd.

Ltd.

Mav

1,000.0

No. of Shares Taken up
by Underwriters
('000)

No. of Shares
Subscribed by Public
('000)
100,000

2,500

'10.00

25.0

2,500

10.00

15.00

1,000 0

40,000

4,500

10.00
10.00

15.00
10 00

112.5

6,375

4,500

5

September

6,375

12,000

10 00

40 00

OUU,U

't2,000

November

10,000

10.00

2.50

12s.0

10,000

(Non-voting)

Hemas Holdings Ltd
6. HNB Assurance Ltd

10.00

Value of Shares
on offer
(Rs. mn )

40,000

July

3. Seylan Bank Ltd. (Non-voting) August
4. Ceylon Hospitals Ltd
October

5

100,000

)

(a) Based on the date of issue to the public
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public offers and offers for sale was Rs.4.8 billion.

TABLE 10.27

Category-wise Distribution of Shares Traded in the
Secondary Market in 2003
Category of
lnvestment
Banks, finance & insurance
Beverage, food & tobacco
Chemicals & oharmaceuticals
Construct & engineering
Diversif ied
Footwear & textiles
Hotels & travels

lnvestment trusts
Land & property
Manufacturing
Motors

Value
No. of
No. of
Transac- Shares (Rs. mn.)
('000)
tions
'154,861
614,393 26,751
196,187 4,830
39,719
7,900 451
4,242
21,568 565
3,756
143,922 14,577
38,828
18,518 138
4,727
459,736 10,440
79,562
170
5,158
3,s69
707
120,91 5
17,851
196,298 6,348
57,91
11,356 498
3,23?
11
182
67
'17,83s
88,863 1,120
48
431
528
12,826 102
3,552
13,815 306
6,635
1

Oilpalms
Plantations
Services
Stores & supplies
Trading
Power & energy
Health car
nformation technology
Telecom

1

11,273
181

I

34,509

63,438
335
279,771

1,045

4,276
5,510

Source . Colombo Stock Exchange

Meanwhile, l8 companies made rights issues during the year,

raising Rs.5.4 billion. With the improvement in corporate
profitability, l4 companies made bonus issues during the
year, amounting to Rs.l.3 billion. Although eight companies
obtained listings on the CSE during the year, the number of
listed companies at end-2003 was 244, tn comparison to 238
at end-2002, as two companies were de-listed during the year.

Three companies obtained listings on the CSE by way of
introductions in 2003.
With respect to primary market activity in respect of
listed debentures, Commercial Bank of Ceylon Ltd., raised
Rs.2.2 billion by way of an issue of debentures during the
year, in order to raise capital to expand its activities as well as
to meet the more stringent requirements relating to capital
adequacy. These debentures were listed in May 2003. Seylan
Bank Ltd., raised Rs.t.5 billion in December 2003 by way of
an issue of debentures, also to meet capital adequacy
requirements. The debentures of Seylan Bank Ltd. were listed
in January 2004. While Hatton National Bank Ltd., raised
Rs.2 billion in July 2003 by way of an issue of debentures,
they are to be listed in 2004.

Secondary Market

Chart
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With tumover increasing to recold levels in the third quarter
of 2003, daily average turnover in 2003 increased to Rs.30l
million from Rs.128 millionin2002. The All Share Price
Index (ASPI) and the Milanka Price Index (MPI) increased
by 30 per cent and 38 per cent, respectively, during the year
to 1,062.1 and 1,897.8, respectively, by 3l December 2003.
Market capitalisation, which increased with the listing of the
shares of Sri Lanka Telecom in January, increased further
during the year to Rs.262.8 billion by end 2003. While there
was active participation by foreign investors at the CSE, net
cumulative foreign purchases in 2003 amounted to Rs.209
million. The market price earnings ratio however, was I 1.0 at

to l2.I at end 2002.
Many sector indices also increased during the year:
Bank Finance and Insurance (33 per cent), Diversified
Holdings (50 per cent), Telecom (12 per cent), Hotels and
end 2003, in comparison

0

0/3

99/l

Chart

0y1

5,000
4,000
3.000
2,000
'1,000
0
-1,OO0

-2,000
-3,000
.4,000
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E N€l Fofeign Purchases

r Avg T/Over (Monlhly)

03/3

Travels (61 per cent), Beverages Food and Tobacco (21 per

10.8.2

Turnover and Non-National Participation
Rs mn-

50

- CSE

cent), and Manufacturin-e (15 per cent). These sectot's
together, account for approximately 85 per cent of the market
capitahsation. Of the twenty sectors, five indices declined
during the year Information Technology declined by 46 per
cent, in contrast to major markets where technology stocks,
having been re-classified as lecovery stocks, increased with

the economic recovery. Construction and Engineering
I per cent), Healthcare (- 10 per cent), Plantations
(-3 per cent) and Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals (-0.4 per
cent) also declined. With respect to the plantations sector,

(-3

although plices of natural rubber improved, tea prices were
adversely affected by the war against Iraq earlier in the year,
while tea production was affected by adverse weather
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Chart
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conditions mid year and towards the end of the year. The
-Bank

correlation of 0.99 with the ASPI for 2003, while the
Finance and Insurance sector, which accounted for 22 per
cent of market capitalisation at end-2003, had the second
highest conelation of 0.97.

Credit Rating
Deposit taking institutions are required to obtain a credit
rating and publish the rating obrained as per the Budget 2003.

By end-February 2004, Fitch Ratings Lanka Ltd.,

had

published l0 entity ratings given to financial institutions.

had also published 3 other entity ratings given to

corporates. It is also now mandatory to obtain a credit rating
for issues of all varieties of debt instruments, except for those
issued by the government, where the varue r*..id, Rs.l00

million. Amongst the issue ratings published up to February
2004 were the five year debentures of Sri Lanka Telecom
Ltd' issued in 2000 and listed on the csE (sL AA+), the issue

TABLE 10.28

Entity Ratings

-

as at Aprit ZOO4

Entity

Rating

Citibank, Sri Lanka Branch
National Savings Bank
Commercial Bank of Ceylon Ltd.

SL AAA
SL AAA
SL AA+

Hayleys Ltd.
John Keells Holdings Ltd.

SL AA+
SL
SL
SL
SL

DFCC Bank
Bank of Ceylon
State Mortgage and Investment Bank
First Capital Treasuries Ltd.
Hatton National Bank Ltd.
Nations Trust Bank Ltd.
Hayleys - MGT Knitting Miils Ltd.
Senkadagala Finance Co., Ltd.

Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report

AA+
AA
AA
A+

SLA
SL ASL ASL BBB+
SL BBB+

-

2OO3

ozt12

03/12

Diversified Holdings sector, with a market capitalisation
accounting for 20 per cent of the total, had the highest

It

10.9.2

Comparison with Souilr Asian Markets
(2002 Dec = 100)

of

03/06

100 million preference shares

03/09

03t12

of Rs.l0

each of

commercial Bank of ceylon Ltd. issued in 2003 and listed on
the csE (sL AA-), the five year debentures of commercial
Bank of ceylon Ltd. issued in 2003 and listed on the cSE
(SL AA), Rs.400 million debentures of Aitken Spence &
Company Ltd. issued in 2002 and listed on rhe CSE (SL AA),
and the three year debentures of Singer Sri Lanka Ltd. issued

in2002 (SL A). Firch Rarings Lanka Lrd., is rhe only raring
company operating in Sri Lanka, at present.

Medium and Long-term Government Securities
Treasury Bonds

In line with the debt management strategy of moving

to

market-oriented tradable debt instruments, net issues of
Treasury bonds were increased in 2003. Further, along with
the decline in policy rates and market interest rates, increased
reliance was placed on Treasury bonds, as bonowing through

short-term debt instruments, namely Treasury bills, was
reduced. A key development during the year was that
Treasury bonds with 10-year, l5-year and 20-year maturities
were issued, thus elongating the yield curve for government
securities and establishing benchmark yield rates for
long-tenure debt instruments. Meanwhile, the yield curve for
Treasury bonds shifted further downwards during the year,

following the decline in2002.
The introduction of the Bloomberg Bond Trading
system for Primary Dealers at the initiative of the central
Bank was another important development, in relation to
market infrastructure in the government securities market.

Meanwhile, necessary steps were taken during the year to
facilitate trading in the beneficiar interest of government

securities on the Colombo Stock Exchange and, on

2I

lanuary 2004, the Colombo Stock Exchange commenced

the operation of the debt securities trading system.

with

these
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new developments, there is now increased transparency with
respect to transactions in government securities in the
secondary market. Also, with work being carried out during

the year in relation to the Scripless Securities Settlement
(SSS) System and the Central Depository System (CDS) fot

Treasury bills and Treasury bonds being completed,
operations in relation to the SSS System and the CDS
commenced in Februaw 2004.

Treasury Bond lssues during 2003
Outstanding
Amount
at end year
(Rs mn )
24,422
1

(a) Applicable to

Treasury

17,094

64,821
109,420
127,OOO

33,950
4,397
4,900
1,000

487,004

214,797

Total

Unit trusts, a type of pooled investment funds, had a strong
record in terms of rates of return in 2003. The number of unit
trust being managed by tive institutions, decreased to l2 at
end 2003 from l3 at end 2002, following the redemption of
units in a time-bound fund that was started in 2002. There
were three growth funds, three balanced funds, one index
fund and five income funds, Due to relatively heavy
redemptions, both total assets and net assets of the industry,
however, declined by 24 pel cent from Rs.4.4 billion in2002
to Rs.3.6 billion in 2003. The boom in the share market and

TABLE 10.29

Maturity Coupon Weighted lssues
Period Rate Average Yield (Rs.mn )
(a)
(/o pet Yeat) to Maturity
(a)
(a)
3,000
10.12
2 Year 12.50-8.00
20,250
10 34-7.44
3 Year 10.25-7.90
35,600
9.97-9 10
4 Year 10.00-7.80
43,700
10.79-7.07
5 Year 11.75-7.70
68,000
10.89-6.67
6 Year 11 50-7.60
33,950
I 00-6.65
10 Year
8.50-7.50
4,397
0.00
0.00
13 Year
4,900
9.08
8.50
15 Year
1,000
6.08
7.00
20 Year

Unit Trusts

the appreciation in the value of investments in fixed income
securities as a result of falling interest rates, caused a rise in
unit prices of some funds, motivating investors, particularly
institutional investors, to redeem at a profit the investments
made at the inception of some funds, The average unit price,
as measured by the per unit net asset value increased by
l7 per cent over the previous year to Rs.11.23. The relatively
large redemptions by unit holders and the termination of a
fund were the contributory factot's for the decline in the
industry in terms of assets, number of unit holdels and the
number of units issued,

The investment portfolio deceased to Rs.3.6 billion at

Source : Colombo Stock Exchange

bond issues during 2003

end 2003 from Rs.4,4 billion at end 2002, while the buying
and selling prices langed between Rs.7.50-19.50 and
Rs.8.00-21.00, respectively. The share of equity investments

in the portfolio

Rupee Loans
The Rupee loan programme is being phased out, given the
bank's policy stance of moving to tradable debt instruments,
with the objective of improving debt market competitiveness.
Though, the gross issues of Rupee loans increased in 2003,
net issues of Rupee loans were reduced during the year, as
there was a significant increase in repayments' Meanwhile,
callable Rupee loans amounting to Rs.33'4 billion, which
carried interest rates of l3 per cent and above were retired
during the year in order to reduce the interest cost of existing

increase d while the that

of government

securities decreased, due to funds reallocating their portfolios
in favour of equities, in the expectation of highet returns from
the booming share market.
Although unit trusts are in a position to provide investors
with the benefits of diveLsification, the industry has not been
able to grow at a satisfactory rate due to number of factors,
among which are the relatively high volatility in the equity
market, lack of a broader range of financial assets and

investors' appetrte for sholt-term quick gains.

debt.

TABLE 10.31
Unit Trusts (a)

TABLE 10.30
Rupee Loans Floated during 2003
Volume
(Rs. mn.)

lnterest Rate

2-5
2-5
2-6
2-6

20,67s
23,700
1,200

13.00
11 00
9.25

4,788

8,00

2002

z-c

38,419

13.00

2001

2

2-5
2-5

19,500
1,399
1 3,1 00

6-8

4,410

15.00
15.00
13.00
13.00

Maturities
(Years)
2003

(% p.a.)

Source : Central Bank of Sri Lanka
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2000 2001 2oo2 2003(b)
2,874 4,432 3,586
Total assets (Rs.mn.) 2,652 2,173
1

Net assets value

2,639

(Rs.mn.)

lnvestments in
equities (Rs.mn.)
(3) as a ratio of (2)
Total no of unit
holders
No.

of

999

1,660
63

2,162

2,794 4,415

3,565

,109

1,806 2,443
55
6s

2,348

1

51

27,536 26,863

units in issue

No. of unit trusts
(a) At end December

392
12

387
12

66

25,936 25,291

24,067

4s9
13

317

380
12

12

Source : Unit Trusts

(b) Provisional
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10.14 Financial System Stability
During the year, a number of measures were taken to further
promote financial system stability, which is one of the rwo
core objectives of the Bank. The central Bank focussed on
strengthening the resilience of the banking sector, which
accounts fbr about 60 per cent of the assets of the financial
sector. Action was also taken to develop the infiastructure in

payments and settlement systems and the government

In order to enhance the level of tr.ansparency, ensure
appropriate dissemination of information ro the public and
promote discipline through market fbrces, CBSL has required
that all banks publish their quarterly accounts with minimum
disclosure requirements in the press, in addition to publishing
the audited annual accounts.

Risks and Capitat Adequacy
credit risk mitigation in the bankin_q sector was enhanced
with incleased levels of provisioning against credit defaults.
This was largely seen in the state bank sector, where between
65-75 per cent of some banks non-per.forming assets (NpA)

have been provisioned foL. However, within the banking

risk mitigant, which need to increase its provisioning, to

rnance and contribute to greater

turther improve its resilience.

r risk management practices.

The level of provisions for loan losses have seen a
gradual increase across the board over the past few years and
represented nearly 5l per cent of the NpL portfolio in the
industry by 2003. As a result, the NpL rario net of provisions,

Strengthening Prudential Supervision for
Risk Mitigation
The GBSL has taken the initiative to enhance the resilience of

banks

sector, there is heavy reliance on collaterar values as a credit

ntroduced a code of best practices tor
2002, which is expected to improve

to risks by expanding the scope of prudential

was approximately equivalent to half the gross NpL ratio tbr

2003.It is envisaged that the introduction of the haircut fbr
the valuation of collateral for provisioning purposes, with
etfect from January 2004, would increase roan loss provisions

required in 2004. The increasing tendency for reliance on

collateral for credit risk mitigation would be discour.aged
from 2004 when progressive discounts will be required on
such collateral, necessitating increased provisioning across
the board.

domestic banking operations, were extended to encompass
the operations of the off-shore banking units as well, ihus
ensuring that prudential limits were followed with respect to
the operations of the entire bank. Thus, capital adequacy
ratios, statutory liquid assets ratios and Iarge credit exposure

Iimits are now applied to the offshore units as weil.
In addition, in keeping with Basel core principles on
effective bank supervision, compliance with CAR on a
consolidated basis, along with 'Bank only' or 'Solo basis'
was also introduced,

Lending by banks in sri Lanka is heaviry coilateraroliented. consequently, heavy reliance is placed on collateral
as a credit risk mitigant rather than on improving risk
management in credit approvals by paying due attention to
viability of projects and their cash tlow projections, while

the

building up reserves to cover any potential losses, through the
more prudent banking concept of the allocation of reserves
out of profits for loan losses. As a consequence, the valuation

of collateral has a significant impact on the level of loan loss

provisions set aside by banks. In order to induce more

Capital should serve as a buffer- against unexpected
losses, reflecting the risk profile of a bank. capital funds in
the indust'y have indicated an increasing trend, especially
over the last two years, primarily on account of the internal
generation of capital through improved profitability. The

infusion of market capital through the issue of debt

and

equity by banks has been another contributory factor, that has
helped to strengthen the capital position of banks.

The average capital adequacy ratio (CAR) for the
industry has displayed some fluctuation, with the gradually
increasing trend in 2002 turning to a decreasing trend in
2003, The dectease was mainly attributed to the application
of the minimum regulatory capital adequacy r.atio to the
Foreign Currency Banking Units (FCBUs) of banks with
eff'ect f'om 2003. The industry average cAR was below the
statutory minimum of l0 per cenr imposed by the CBSL.
Although this was above the inte'national norm of g per cent
stipulated by the Basel committee, the levels of capital need
to be improved to support the potential risk profiles of the
major banks in the industry,

prudent accounting for loan losses, a new direction requiring

the application of a progressive discount on the value of
collateral for provisioning purposes on advances classifled as
loss, where there was no hope of recovery, was introduced
and is to take effect

fiom 0l Januarv 2004.
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21

Should there be a Financial Safety Net?
The number and frequency of bank failures in the rvorld
have increased rapidly in the recent past. The experience
in East Asia and elsewhere has brought to the fbie the

Insur-ed depositols may be simply indiffer-ent, and
othel creditors too often less sensitive than they would be
to the risks taken by banks because of both the reality and

importance of the stability of financial systems for
ensuring the sustainability of openness in invi-eorated

the perception of their uwn safety under a deposit
insurance scheme. Market discipline in one form or

economic growth,
The hallmark of a sound tind stable financial market
is investor conlidence. A financial saf'ety net for ensuring
investor confidence includes mechanisms that have the

another has been the mEor governor of bank risk-taking.

following dual objectives: (c) containing the disruptive
consequences of financial distress once it arises (crisis
management), and (b) instilling confidence in the
financial system so as to limit the risks (crisis prevention).
A flnancial safety net, thus, covers four main elements:
emergency liquidity assistance (Lender-of last resorl

facility from the central bank;, deposit protection
schemes, exit policies and prudential t'egulation and
supervision of financial institutions. In the absence of
such safety net arrangements, financial failures impose
enormous costs on indii'idual investors and the economy
as a whole. Deposit insurance is one such safety

mechanism with which the losses of the so-called
t'unsophisticated" depositors in banks can be minimised,
albeit to a stipulated limit, in case banks fail, and theleby
help arrest the cataclysmic impact of bank runs, However,

providing of deposit insurance alone

is neither a

necessary, nor a sufficient condition fbr ensurin-{ financial

stabiliry. Deposit insurance poses moral hazard lisks that
can invite imprudent behaviour by bank management or
poor choices by depositors. Therefore, what is of
importance is to ensure that deposiq insurance is provided

on efficient lines and does not guarantee complete
reinstatement.

As Mr. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Board of
Governors of the US Federal Reserve System recently
pointed out, a sal'ety:net, along with improved
understanding of the use of monetary and fiscal policies,
has played a critical role in eliminating bahk runs and in
assuaging financial cnses, and reducing the frequency and
amplitude of economic contractions. Deposit Insurance,
the discount tvindow, and access to central bank
emergenc), liquidity provide depository institutions and
financial market participants with safety and liquidity.
There are however costs of such safety net arrangements
in the form of distortions in plice signals used to allocate
reseurces, excessive risk-taking and greater got'ernment

supervision and regulati on.
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By deterring Iiquidity panics, deposit insurance could
shield the economy from some of the worst effects of
instability in the banking system, The safety net enables
banks to accumulate larger, riskier asset portfolios than
wouid be possible in an intermediation process driven
solely by market forces. In the absence of a saf'ety net,
these higher lending risks would have to be let-lected in
some conrbination of higher deposit costs, more liquid
asset holdings, ol a larger capital base, Or, conversely,
these adjustments would constrain the risk-taking by
banks. But, with the safety net, lower interest rates and

hi-qher credit availability are accorded to riskier
bonowers, benefiting speculative and riskier ventures at
the expense of sounder ones.
The moralhazard costs of a saf-ety net are significiurt.
Nonetheless, safety nets, by providing access to real
resources, has become capitalised into a broad spectrum
of asset values, To lessen the molal hazard oi the saf-ety

net and to implove supelvision and l'egulation, public
policy should attempt to simulale, in so far as possible,
what markets alone might do, or at least to create markettype incentives. Clearly one of those steps would be better

pricing of saf'ety-net access.
There are a few countries iike Singapore, South
Africa, Nerv Zealand and Australia that do not have any
sort of deposit insurance system. It is rvorth examining
how these countlie s have managed ivithout a formal
deposit insurance system, while many other countries
have them

in place.

Nerv Zealand does not have a deposit protection
scheme in any shape or form. The New Zealand banking
supervisory regime diff'ers from the more conventional
approaches to financial regulation by placing greuter
reliance on market discipline through an elaborate public
disclosure system. Under this system, each bank is
required to issue public disclosure statements every
quarter covering the bank's credit rating, capital ratios,
exposure concentration, gxposure to related parties; asset

quality, profitability, a summary of the prudential
regulations imposed on the bank by the regulator etc. This
extensive disclosure system is meant to tnduce prudent
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